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Preface

The following report was commissioned by Lewes & 
Eastbourne District Councils with the cooperation 
of the Greater Brighton Economic Board (GBEB). We 
have titled this particular report 'Retrofit: a working 
methodology' and as such it has drawn from the 
numerous complimentary studies that inform the 
overall study known as 'Decarbonising of Social 
Housing' (DOHS). We would therefore recommend 
that you read this report in parallel with the more 
comprehensive DOHS report

This particular report considers, in exacting detail, the 
architectural and construction interventions required to 
meet pre-agreed low carbon performance benchmarks 
for eight typical house-types commonly found in the 
GBEB region. Three of these are considered as 'deep 
dive' studies, with the other five learning from these. 

With the climate and ecological emergency impacting 
on everybody’s lives, together with the current energy 
and resources crisis, the need to retrofit the UK's 
housing stock has never been more crucial. However, 
it is potentially a massive undertaking, requiring the 
training of architects, surveyors, engineers and building 
contractors, to ensure that a nationwide retrofit 
programme is done correctly from the point of view of 
performance (building physics, low carbon, and build 
quality) and of course it has to be cost-effective.

Lewes & Eastbourne District Councils have in excess 
of 6,500 homes between them, with GBEB having over 
45,000. The objective of the DOHS study is to provide a 
comprehensive retrofit 'route map' or 'tool kit' for social 
housing providers in the Greater Brighton Economic 
Board region which currently comprises seven local 
authorities in South East England. 

It should be noted that Duncan Baker-Brown (Principal 
Lecturer, University of Brighton, School of Architecture 
Technology & Engineering) was invited to steer 
this comprehensive year-long study that ran from 
September 2021-September 2022. The DOHS study 
was coordinated brilliantly by Lewes & Eastbourne 
District Council, and comprised numerous areas of 
investigation. In his capacity as Principal Lecturer at 

the University of Brighton, Duncan Baker-Brown is 
responsible for delivering this particular study, as well 
as steering the overall DOHS study. However, Duncan 
worked in partnership with a number of individuals 
and organisations, and at this point we would like to 
thank the following people who worked tirelessly with 
the University of Brighton team to deliver this detailed 
Retrofit Methodology:

 — Nick Adlam, Project Lead Lewes & Eastbourne 
Council

 — Clara Bagenal George, Elementa Consulting

 — Prof. John Counsell, University of Chester

 — Tom Cuthbert, BakerBrown Studio

 — Tiziana di Ronco, BakerBrown Studio

 — Henry Easterbook, Vor Group

 — Ian Fitzpatrick, Lewes & Eastbourne

 — Stuart Hedlay, University of Brighton

 — Jo Havers, University of Brighton

 — Emma Hind-Madders, Vor Group

 — Yousaf Khalid, University of Durham

 — Rebecca Kinneavy, BakerBrown Studio

 — Johana Krejci, BakerBrown Studio

 — Chris Newham, Parity

 — Zoe Nicholson, Lewes & Eastbourne Council

 — Dr. Marco Picco, University of Brighton

 — Leonardo Poli, Elementa Consulting
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INTRODUCTION

Why retrofit? 

We live in transformative and, some might say, unstable 
times. When the DOHS team first embarked upon this 
project in the late Spring of 2021, we were all emerging 
from ‘Lockdown #2’. At the time we felt that our 
task was to raise awareness of the many benefits of 
retrofitting the UK’s housing stock in order to meet our 
collective commitment to being Net Zero Carbon by 
2050. However, we also knew that funding for retrofit 
was limited, periodic, and far away from the actual 
monies required to ensure that 27 million UK homes 
were transformed into low carbon, climate resilient, 
comfortable homes with low utility bills. So, we also 
knew that our study had to be broad and thorough, 
in order to demonstrate the best practice processes 
that need to occur to ensure the successful roll-out 
of a nationwide retrofit programme. Therefore, we 
investigated the potential for training & job creation, 
for the local supply chain to support the programme, 
as well as testing the numerous ways of measuring 
success, as far as whole life carbon reduction was 
required. In addition, we selected three typical house 
types from the region (Command Road, The Downs, 
and Lanark Road) for a ‘deep dive’ retrofit study, plus 
another five house types for less invasive studies. We 
ended up developing eight theoretical retrofit case 
study homes, each with a low, medium and high 
(positive impact on the environment) retrofit scenario. 

During the last 14 months or so numerous guides have 
been published in this subject area, including the ‘LETI 
Climate Emergency Retrofit Guide’, which included a 
case study of ‘Lover’s Walk’ which was a social housing 
project funded by Innovate UK’s ‘Retrofit the Future’ 
programme, developed and delivered by University of 
Brighton, BakerBrown Studio and Brighton & hove City 
Council. Retrofit was becoming more mainstream, with 
the reasoning behind why one would even bother with 
upgrading our housing stock (after all, it’s often a pain 
to do) becoming more obvious to many people suffering 
from ever-increasing fuel bills, or having to choose 

between heating their homes or eating.

The opportunities that retrofitting our built environment 
present have now become more obvious to a greater 
percentage of our population. By the Autumn of 2021, 
Insulate Britain’s direct-action campaign was well 
underway stopping traffic on the M25 in the name of 
retrofit! Obviously, they quickly became very unpopular 
with most people, but the retrofit issue would not go 
away, and statements such as “the UK has most poorly 
insulated homes in Europe”, were becoming more 
commonplace in mainstream media.

And now, as I write this paper, it is predicted that over 8 
million households in the UK will fall into ‘fuel poverty’ 
this coming winter. That’s up from 3.16 million homes 
in 2020 and could represent 50% of the population 1 
. The definition of ‘fuel poverty’ is when a household 
is spending over 10% of their monthly income on 
fuel. Current predictions expect over 50% of the UK’s 
population to fall into fuel poverty. That includes 
households earning £45,000+ when the mean average 
salary for full-time workers is £31,285. 2 Speaking as 
a practicing architect, the majority of UK’s qualified 
architects will also fall into this category. 

Rapidly inflated fuel costs have quickly become too 
much to bear for most, with the situation impacting on 
all aspects of our modern fossil-fuel-dependent lives. 
All of a sudden, we are all looking at ways to reduce 
our consumption of stuff, whether that is food, clothing, 
water, whatever, it is all becoming unaffordable. For 
those of us who can afford it, there is now a mass rush 
to install solar panels in order the generate your own 
energy on site. In addition, there is now a huge interest 
in retrofitting our homes and the rest of the built 
environment.

So, we need to find out what good, impactful retrofit 
looks like, how to do it, and (obviously) how to do in a 
cost-effective way…... as people are wanting to find out 
how to do it as soon as possible.

The fact that there are so many possible benefits 
in addition to reduced fuel bills, such as training, 
employment, comfortable homes and a dramatically 
reduced carbon footprint which is also great for us and 
the natural environment, is not lost on most people, the 
construction sector as a whole, MP’s and politicians, 
who are more likely to ask ‘how do we do this properly?’ 
rather than “how can we avoid doing this and save a 
bit of money?”.

One last point. Whatever the source of energy we use 
it illuminate, power and heat our homes, we are now 
all acutely aware that for environmental and energy 
security reasons, we have to use less of it, however 
affordable or not that energy source is. So, a fabric first 
approach has to be considered as the No.1 one priority 
in retrofit projects. How to insulate our homes from 
the extremes of our ever-changing climate, without 
consuming huge amounts of energy is the big question 
we are all facing right now, and the main point of this 
study is to consider the most impactful and affordable 
ways of doing just this.

The Challenges.

The challenges with retrofit are what they have always 
been, i.e., how to afford it and how to find someone to 
do it properly so that it is effective at reducing energy 
consumption and the bills that go along with them. 
If it goes wrong, a poorly executed retrofit project can 
cause an increase in interstitial condensation, creating 
black surface mould to internal walls, along with poor 
air quality, and in Summer an increased likelihood of 
overheating. 

The Opportunities.

It is increasingly understood by many people that 
humankind simply won’t get anywhere near a net-
zero carbon lifestyle unless we deal with the built 
environment that is responsible for about 45 per cent 
of all CO2e emissions worldwide, whilst consuming 
50 million tonnes of raw materials harvested and 
mined annually, and in the UK, it creates 60 per cent 

of our waste, that’s 120 million tonnes of stuff going 
to landfill and incineration. Many people are realising 
that if we sort out our gas guzzling and leaky built 
environment, we will go a long way (33%+) to meeting 
our commitment to being Net Zero Carbon by 2050. 

The cost of this nationwide infrastructure project 
cannot be met by UK citizens alone. At anything from 
£18-£35,000 per dwelling, or around £580 billion, low 
carbon retrofit fit doesn’t come cheap, but it does have 
a number of huge benefits. If we conceived of the 
challenge more as a national infrastructure project, 
managed by its own government ministry, perhaps it 
would be more palatable to our national and regional 
governments and politicians? Retrofit on a regional, if 
not national scale, has the potential to train and employ 
tens of thousands of people across the whole of the UK, 
not just the south, whilst creating climate-resilient, low 
carbon, comfortable homes for the masses. 

The Limitations of this element of the report.

This working methodology should be read within the 
context of the whole DOHS report. We have focused 
on describing the processes required to deliver the 
construction works that will be a consequence of one of 
the three retrofit scenarios described, i.e., Low, Medium 
and High Impact retrofit. Therefore, our specific studies 
focus on the retrofit works to the external fabric of the 
eight Case Study Homes. Details on the selection of 
primary energy source, the installation of renewable 
technologies, low carbon heating solutions, the 
potentials of material re-use, implementing closed-
loop, circular strategies for external fabric and internal 
fittings, whole life carbon studies, etc., are dealt with 
elsewhere is this report, although the findings have 
obviously influenced our proposals in this section of the 
report that we have described as Retrofit: a working 
methodology
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HOW TO READ THIS WORKING METHODOLOGY

The following document describes the working 
methods or best practice work stages required to 
generate successful retrofit projects for housing specific 
to the social stock of Lewes & Eastbourne District 
Council. 

The scenarios described relate to eight case study 
homes selected because they were typical of the 
whole South East England social housing stock, and 
also because they presented a variety of challenges, 
construction types, locations and tenure-types.

The working methodology set out below is based 
upon best-practice defined by architects, building 
surveyors and building contractors with over 25 years of 
experience of low cost, low carbon, retrofit projects. 

Please read this step-by-step guide with the architect’s 
standard technical details (drawn at a scale of 1:5), and 
outline specifications.

Please note that the steps outlined below are aware of, 
but do not follow exactly, the retrofit processes outlined 
in PAS 2035 the publicly available specification 
outlining the necessary standard for retrofit in order to 
help deliver the UK government’s pledge to be carbon 
neutral by 2050.

STEP ONE - DEFINE THE EXISTING PERFORMANCE 
OF TYPICAL HOUSE TYPES

Obtain Existing Data on House Types:

 — Energy & Thermal Performance - If possible, obtain 
Council data on EPC/ SAP energy performance 
for the house types being retrofitted. If this data 
is not available then commission a surveyor to 
run the most accurate thermal and energy digital 
modelling software on each house typology due 
for retrofitting. It cannot be emphasised too much 
how important it is to understand how the homes 
in question are actually performing from an energy, 
thermal and water consumption point of view. Once 
this benchmark is understood, it is then possible to 
understand how far away (or not) the low carbon 
aspirations of the client and tenants are. NOTE: For 
this study we ran numerous different digital energy 
modelling systems in parallel on three of the eight 
case studies in order to see how they compared 
to each other as far as presenting our team with 
valuable, cost-effective information (or not). These 
finding can be found elsewhere in the DOHS report

 — Utility Bills – If possible, obtain 18 months – two 
years-worth of utility bills relating to each case study 
house type as they will provide useful information 
relating to the actual costs and carbon footprint of 
said dwelling in-use.

 — Tenant feedback – Understanding how tenants 
occupy each case study house type, i.e., how many 
occupants, whether any of them work from home, 
the levels of occupancy, is valuable information. 
In addition, obtaining feedback from tenants on 
issues such as thermal comfort (“how often is the 
house too hot or too cold?”), issues of air quality 
and condensation, as well as how affordable or not 
is it to live in the dwelling, are all valuable bits of 
information for this type of study.

 —  Measured survey – It is not very often that a local 
authority will have accurate measure survey 
information of their housing stock. For the purposes 
of obtaining an appropriate and cost-effective retrofit 
proposal that is deliverable on site, it is important to 
commission a digital measured survey of the case 
study homes in plan, section and elevation. This 
information allows the architect or building surveyor 
responsible to understand the exact physical 
constraints of the house in question. For example, 
are the existing roof soffits deep enough to accept 
external wall insulation without having to extend 
the existing rafter feet?

 —  Due Diligence Checks – The following investigations 
must be undertaken when considering retrofit works 
to existing buildings: 
1. Find out status from the point of view of NPPF 
Planning Policy 
2. Find out status of existing Building Control 
Approvals & Fire Certificates 
3.Contact Local Authority Planning, Conservation/ 
Heritage, Highways, Environment Agency, and 
Ecologists as necessary to ensure works proposed 
are legitimate

STEP TWO – DEFINE THE WORKS REQUIRED TO 
MEET PRE-AGREED LOW CARBON BENCHMARKS

All works must be undertaken with a thorough 
understanding of all current Building Regulations (for 
England & Wales), British Standards, Codes of Practice 
and need or not to comply with PAS 2035. In addition, 
all works must comply with the local authority Fire 
Officer’s interpretation of current Fire Regulations as 
outlined in Document B of the Guide to the Building 
Regulations. 

All works to comply with the Construction (Design & 
Management) Regulations 2015 (CDM 2015) enforced 
by The Health & Safety Executive. For more information 
go to - https://www.hse.gov.uk/construction/cdm/2015/
index.htm

Commission the following surveys as necessary:

 — 2D digital measured survey 

 — Structural & Building Condition Surveys, including 
investigations of suitability of external walls to 
receive external wall insulation (inc. EWI ‘pull 
tests’), roofs to received additional loads (insulation 
and solar panels), status of fire separation between 
multiple apartments (horizontally and vertically)

 —  Commission Environmental Engineers to provide 
detailed digital energy and thermal modelling of 
house types.

 —  At instruction on Environmental Engineers, install 
sensors to monitor incoming energy consumption as 
our report demonstrates

 — Undertake tenant feedback

 — Access house types and assess internal conditions

 — Always commission a fabric and structural condition 
survey 

 — Commission architects to undertake detail retrofit 
design options responding to outputs from IES/ 
PHPP or similar digital modelling of pre-agreed 
performance benchmarks

 — Commission Quantity Surveyors to run Detailed 
Cost Plans for all retrofit scenarios. Note IES-type 
modelling will give clients detailed Cost Benefit 
Analysis of different low carbon scenarios that meet 
pre-defined low carbon benchmarks. 
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STEP THREE – COMMISSION THE RETROFIT WORKS

Please read with BakerBrown Studios Specification of 
Works, 1:5 Technical Details and 3D drawings + brief 
schedule of works.

We have taken the opportunity to describe the 
construction works for the different elements (Roof, 
Wall, Floor) of each Case Study House Type. This 
information is set out below, and also includes notes 
relating to the specific challenges certain elements of 
work presents

Pitched Roofs

 — Adding insulation to the loft floor zone of homes 
with pitched roofs is a cost-effective and impactful 
solution to reducing energy consumption and 
therefore carbon emissions. For some retrofit 
scenarios we are suggesting the removal of existing 
chimney stacks as they create a heat/energy loss 
and can over shadow roof-mounted solar panels. 
These works will require the existing roof finish to be 
repaired, and obviously, all roofs should be checked 
to see if they need repairing before any retrofit works 
are installed.

 — There is often existing insulation placed between 
open joists. When adding to this situation, it is 
good practice to build up insulation between joists 
and then apply 100mm at least above the joists. If 
you want to use loft for storage then allow for rigid 
insulation on top of joists finished with 12mm ply or 
similar. 

 — WATCH OUT – When insulating within and above 
loft floor, and when roof rafters remain uninsulated 
(normal), installers must ensure that there is 
continuous eaves ventilation to allow for cross 
ventilation in loft space (as described in current 
Building Regulations for England & Wales) above 
insulation in loft floor. This is achieved by installing 
eaves vents that allow for the compression of 
insulation at loft floor perimeter to ensure free flow 
of air above insulation (as 1:5 detail attached). Also, 

ensure that the loft hatch is also insulated with rigid 
insulation stuck to the back of the hatch to ensure 
thermal continuation. If left uninsulated it could 
attract condensation.

Insulating Sloped Roofs/ Skeelings

 — A small percentage of local authority homes are 
sited within the roof space of a heritage building. 
Flat 9, The Downs in Seaford is such an apartment, 
with a large percentage of its internal walls being 
the inside face of sloped roof rafters forming 
‘skeilings’ and the internal face of dormer windows. 
In order to achieve improved thermal comfort (this 
apartment is often too cold in the winter and too hot 
in the Summer) and therefore lower in-use energy 
consumption, it is very important that these roof 
spaces get insulted.

 — Assume works will occur from outside to allow for 
tenant to stay in apartment for the duration of the 
works.

 — Carefully remove external roof finishes (normally 
tiles or slates), and stack for re-use as necessary. 
Remove timber battens and sarking felt (if installed).

 — Carefully remove all external finishes to dormer 
windows, check and, if necessary, repair the timber 
frame.

 — Replace all existing window frames, including 
rooflights with improved ‘U’ Values to suit retrofit 
benchmarks described elsewhere.

 — Remove existing chimney stacks and salvage bricks 
– due to vintage of building we are assuming that 
lime mortar is used, therefore salvaging bricks is 
feasible. 

 — Fill voids between rafters and dormer frame with 
insulation quilt. Finish externally with tiles (to 
match existing) and timber battens and cross 
battens fix through breather membrane laid over 
rigid insulation lain over existing roof and dormer 
structure.

 — Allow for new lead finish to dormer ‘cheeks’ with all 
lead flashings and upstands as necessary. Lead fixed 
via membrane and marine ply/ timber boards all as 
Lead Association recommendations. 

 — Install surface fixed solar pv panels and supporting 
equipment as required.

 — Replace all rain water gutters, downpipes, gutter 
boards and soffits as necessary. 

Solid Flat Roofs (Concrete)

 — Remove existing external finishes and ensure 
existing concrete deck is clean and structurally 
sound.

 — Install new rigid insulation, laid to fall, and applied 
directly to concrete roof, with appropriate external 
finish to receive external waterproof finish that could 
be asphalt, 3-layer felt or a single ply membrane.

 — Ensure roof falls to existing rain water outlets, 
and that they and any perimeter parapet walls are 
dressed with waterproof layer, and in some cases, 
rigid insulation – all as described in enclosed 1:5 
details.

 — Install surface fixed solar pv panels and supporting 
equipment as required.

 — Replace all rain water gutters, downpipes, gutter 
boards and soffits as necessary. 

Solid Flat Roofs (Timber etc).

 — Remove existing external finishes and ensure 
existing timber joists are clean and structurally 
sound. Remove any existing insulation placed 
between timber roof joists as Building Regulations 
require spaces between joist to be empty. 

 —  Install new rigid insulation ABOVE structural zone, 
laid to fall on new Marine Ply (approx. 12mm thick, 
but check this with structural engineer). Note that 
flat roof fall can be achieved with softwood ‘firring 
pieces’ fixed on top of timber joists, or by rigid 

insulation having integral falls built in. 

 — Finish externally with appropriate waterproof finish 
that could be asphalt, 3-layer felt or a single ply 
membrane. 

 — Ensure roof falls to existing rain water outlets, 
and that they and any perimeter parapet walls are 
dressed with waterproof layer, and in some cases, 
rigid insulation – all as described in enclosed 1:5 
details.

 — Install surface fixed solar pv panels and supporting 
equipment as required.

 — Replace all rain water gutters, downpipes, gutter 
boards and soffits as necessary. 

Additional Points for all Flat Roof Types

 — Apply appropriate white paint finish to external face 
of black waterproof membrane to reduce heat gain. 
This is a cost-effective way to reduce the number of 
days a year that the dwelling directly below the flat 
roof will suffer from overheating on very hot days.

 — If roof structure is up to the additional load, 
consider applying Swiss Meadow Roof finish plus 
substrate plus appropriate ‘egg crate’ waterproof 
membrane, as organic, growing finish will keep the 
dwelling below the flat roof, cooler in the Summer 
and warmer in the Winter. This system also allows 
dramatically reduces the likelihood of flash flooding 
during rain storms as it acts as a natural sponge and 
rain water attenuation system.

 — WATCH OUT – Ensure that a structural engineer 
has sanctioned the additional loadings of insulation 
& new external finishes. Ensure that all flat roof 
membrane works come with a warranty.
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Insulating External Solid Walls

 — When installing external wall insulation (EWI), 
ensure that the external surface is clean and sound 
and to manufacturer’s recommendations. 

 — Ideally new double or treble-glazed windows and 
external doors are installed within the new EWI zone 
to ensure a continuous, unbroken (ideally) insulated 
fabric. Note that there should be an insulation 
overlap with roof insulation at the eaves. 

 —  If installing organic EWI (timber fibre, etc) board 
directly to masonry walls, never allow this system 
to run below the damp proof course (dpc), or lower 
than 200mm off adjacent ground level. EWI systems 
below dpc must be appropriate synthetic/ plastic 
products & systems finished with render or brick 
slips. See 1:5 details.

 — Allow for installing plastic/ synthetic EWI to external 
walls from dpc to a depth of at least 300mm below 
ground level. This will reduce the ‘cold bridge effect’ 
of the cold wall hitting the internal ground floor of 
the dwelling.

 — EWI can be finished in a variety of material. 
We would recommend a rainscreen system of 
hanging tiles or cladding, which can be timber 
(fire regulations permitting), clay, ceramic, fibrous 
cement, aluminium. 

 — WATCH OUT -  by their very nature, solid walls 
constructed of bricks, stone, bungaroosh, etc, 
are damp. Whether that is from decades or even 
centuries of driven rain or if there is no dampproof 
course (there often is in Victorian and later solid 
wall buildings), rising damp from the ground, solid 
walls are inherently damp. However, this may 
not be apparent on first inspection as the wall, 
plus its internal finish, may have found a point of 
‘equilibrium’, which may well include a high level of 
background ventilation through ‘leaky’ sliding sash, 
single-glazed windows. 

 — WATCH OUT -  When applying external wall 
insulation to solid walls, ensure that the existing 

damp proof course is functioning, and if there is 
none, then install one.

 — WATCH OUT -  If solid walls are damp as described 
above, there could be damp residue as the wall dries 
out internally. This may last for 6-9 months after 
external wall insulation and other works have been 
installed. 

 — WATCH OUT – Before installing EWI ensure that 
appropriate contractors undertake appropriate ‘pull 
tests’ to ensure masonry walls are suitable to receive 
stainless steel fixings securing EWI. If not suitable, 
check if there is a primary structure, such as a 
reinforced concrete frame to fix to. If this is the case 
then it may be possible to install another type of EWI 
system that incorporates its own secondary stainless 
steel stud system supporting the EWI.

 — WATCH OUT - If you choose a render system applied 
directly to the EWI, make sure it is compatible with 
the EWI system (obtain a design & installation 
warranty). However, it has been our experience over 
20 years that all rendered EWI systems weather 
badly after only 2-3 years, accumulating unsightly 
green-black stains that are difficult to remove.

 — WATCH OUT – Clients may be concerned that a 
tiled rainscreen finish is vulnerable to damage. We 
would argue that tiles can get damaged if someone 
deliberately hits them. However, it is relatively easy 
to replace some damaged tiles, rather than the other 
option of redecorating a whole rendered wall that is 
going green-black after only 3 years. 

Retrofitting Cavity Wall Insulation

The majority of UK properties with brick cavity walls 
do not have cavity wall insulation. As a consequence, 
many homes are getting wall insulation blown into 
their cavities. However, a certain percentage of these

retrofitted cavity walls are then suffering from damp 
ingress due to these works. The external brick skin of 
any cavity wall is often very damp; even on its inner 
face. This is normally due to rain saturating the bricks 
when it hits the outer face of the brick. This is normal. 
Cavity walls are designed to keep the damp external 
brick leaf separated from the dry inner leaf. Sometimes 
insulation blown into empty cavities encourages damp 
to travel along steel or polypropylene wall ties. Because 
of this risk, we are proposing that, whenever possible, 
if cavity wall insulation is being retrofitted it should 
be accompanied by a layer of tiles fixed to the external 
face of the brick wall. These tiles will keep the external 
brick skin dry and therefore reduce the risk of damp 
ingress.

External Wall Insulation to Cavity Walls

 — When installing external wall insulation (EWI), 
ensure that the external surface is clean and sound 
and to manufacturer’s recommendations. 

 — Ideally new double or treble-glazed windows and 
external doors are installed within the new EWI zone 
to ensure a continuous, unbroken (ideally) insulated 
fabric. Note that there should be an insulation 
overlap with roof insulation at the eaves. 

 — If installing organic EWI (timber fibre, etc) board 
directly to masonry walls, never allow this system 
to run below the damp proof course (dpc), or lower 
than 200mm off adjacent ground level. EWI systems 
below dpc must be appropriate synthetic/ plastic 
products & systems finished with render or brick 
slips. See 1:5 detail

 — Allow for installing plastic/ synthetic EWI to external 
walls from dpc to a depth of at least 300mm below 
ground level. This will reduce the ‘cold bridge effect’ 
of the cold wall hitting the internal ground floor of 
the dwelling.

 — EWI can be finished in a variety of material. 
We would recommend a rainscreen system of 
hanging tiles or cladding, which can be timber 
(fire regulations permitting), clay, ceramic, fibrous 
cement, aluminium. 

 — WATCH OUT -  When applying external wall 
insulation ensure that the existing damp proof 
course is functioning, and if there is none, then 
install one.

 — WATCH OUT – Before installing EWI ensure that 
appropriate contractors undertake appropriate ‘pull 
tests’ to ensure masonry walls are suitable to receive 
stainless steel fixings securing EWI. If not suitable, 
check if there is a primary structure, such as a 
reinforced concrete frame to fix to. If this is the case 
then it may be possible to install another type of EWI 
system that incorporates its own secondary stainless 
steel stud system supporting the EWI.

 — WATCH OUT - If you choose a render system applied 
directly to the EWI, make sure it is compatible with 
the EWI system (obtain a design & installation 
warranty). However, it has been our experience over 
20 years that all rendered EWI systems weather 
badly after only 2-3 years, accumulating unsightly 
green-black stains that are difficult to remove.

 — WATCH OUT – Clients may be concerned that a 
tiled rainscreen finish is vulnerable to damage. We 
would argue that tiles can get damaged if someone 
deliberately hits them. However, it is relatively easy 
to replace some damaged tiles, rather than the other 
option of redecorating a whole rendered wall that is 
going green-black after only 3 years. 

Insulating Ground/ Separating Floors

1./ Solid Floors 

Following the inspection of the eight case study house 
types, it was only two of them that had suspended, 
ventilated timber ground floors. If the dwelling has 
concrete floors there may be little opportunity to retrofit 
insulation despite it being desirable, especially if 
external walls and roofs are being insulated. However, 
on occasion, there could be a sand/cement screed finish 
on a solid concrete ground slab. If this is the case then 
the following retrofit works may be viable.
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 — Carefully remove sand/ cement screed so as not to 
damage damp proof membrane (DPM) if there is one. 
This should leave between 65-75mm of headroom

 — Repair/ replace DPM

 — Install replacement floor, specification determined 
by use of room, with approximately 35-40mm of 
polyurethane high-performance insulation placed on 
top of DPM.

2/. Suspended Timber Floors

The installation of insulation in existing suspended 
timber floors in the first instance sounds relatively 
straight-forward. However, it is deceptively complicated 
and to a greater or lesser degree, often disruptive 
to occupants whilst works occur. And it should only 
occur if appropriate (as Building Regulations stipulate) 
cross-ventilation of the void below the timber structure 
is possible. This last point can prove challenging as 
dwellings often have part of the ground floor infilled 
with concrete that has blocked up air bricks along 
one wall, thus preventing proper cross ventilation and 
therefore increasing the likelihood of dry rot of the 
timber structure. Therefore, with would recommend 
that part of the floor designated for retrofitting is lifted 
up and inspected by a qualified Architect, Building 
Surveyor or Retrofit Assessor. Assuming that proper 
cross-ventilation is achievable, the sequence of work is 
often as follows:

 — Carefully remove interior floor finishes; this could be 
carpet and underlay, vinyl or timber laminated floor 
finish, etc.

 — Carefully lift up existing t&g timber floor boards. 
Note that this may damage existing skirting boards, 
but most probably this damage will be superficial 
and easily made good with proper preparation and 
decoration.

 — Drape continuous breather membrane between 
joists. This membrane also supports the insulation 
that is placed between joists. 

 — If a high degree of air tightness is required (5 air 
changes or less), lay a continuous vapour control 

membrane along the top of joists and new insulation 
and wrap it up behind skirting boards.

 — Replace timber floor boards and floor finishes as 
necessary

 — Repair/ replace skirting boards as necessary.

 — WATCH OUT - Check that there is free air flow/ 
cross ventilation below the underside of the timber 
joists. It may be that the is cross-ventilation, but the 
oversite ground below the ground floor is too close 
to the underside of the timber structure. To ensure 
that there is the correct volume of free air you may 
need to remove some of the oversite which will add 
a significant costs to the floor insulation project. Do 
not install insulation to timber structure if the is not 
adequate free air flow and cross-ventilation.

 — WATCH OUT – When installing floor insulation to 
suspended floors ensure that all parts of the floor 
in each room are insulated. It is not good practice 
to leave cold uninsulated areas whilst others are 
insulated. If left like this there could be cold spots 
causing condensation in winter. When calculating 
the scope of these works you may need to allow for 
the removal of kitchen units, baths, shower trays etc, 
in order to complete the insulating works correctly.

STEP THREE – POST OCCUPANCY EVALUATION

Once the retrofit works are completed and signed off by 
the Contract Administrator, each case study house type 
should be monitored for at least a year to allow for the 
particular dwelling to run through all four seasons. At 
the end of this time utility bills should be studied and 
tenants should be interviewed for detailed feedback. 
Only by obtaining Post Occupancy Feedback after one 
year, and then ideally, every year for three years, can 
the client and design team ascertain how successful or 
not a retrofit project has been.

POINTS TO WATCH OUT FOR IN ALL RETROFIT 
INSTALLATIONS

Air Tightness

In order to obtain very low energy-in-use performance 
it is important that the external fabric of a house 
does not leak much, if any, air. However, obtaining air 
tightness levels below 5 air changes an hour requires 
the installation of a continuous Vapour Control Layer, in 
addition to wall, floor, and roof insulation. This may not 
be possible in most instances. Therefore, for most of the 
cost-effective retrofit scenarios that we are considering, 
reduced air leakage is obtained via the introduction 
of new double-glazed windows and insulated doors. 
For higher impact retrofit, external wall insulation 
is introduced, which will give a greater level of air 
tightness. HOWEVER, unless Mechanical Ventilation 
& Heat Recovery (MVHR) systems are installed (and 
they are hardly ever practical to install in existing 
homes) that carefully manage the flow of all in-coming 
fresh air and expelled stale air, all windows and doors 
have to have ‘trickle’ vents installed which provide 
the appropriate level of background ventilation to 
ensure good air quality and the avoidance of excessive 
condensation that causes black mould. 

Background Ventilation & Air Quality

The need for background ventilation cannot be under-
estimated in retrofit projects. Often background 

ventilation and satisfactory air quality are dealt with in 
existing dwellings, i.e., mid-late 20th Century homes, 
via air bricks through external walls, and perhaps, the 
introduction of mechanical extract hoods in kitchens 
and mechanical extract fans to bathrooms and wc’s. 
In addition, there is often ‘informal’ air leakage though 
old single-glazed windows and doors, uninsulated roofs 
and, if present, ventilated suspended timber floors. 
Similar situations of ‘informal’ air quality equilibrium 
will prevail in older dwellings from the 18th & 19th 
Centuries.

Once retrofit installations are installed background 
ventilation cannot be left to chance. If retrofit 
installations fail it is often due to the lack of air 
changes as a consequence of little or no background 
ventilation. Approved Document F of the Building 
Regulations gives very clear guidance on the levels of 
background ventilation required for dwellings, as well 
as strategies for achieving this. 

Our own retrofit guide below, via the scope of works, 
describes ways of achieving proper background/ natural 
ventilation to retrofitted dwellings. All new windows 
(and in some instances new external doors,) are fitted 
with ‘trickle vents’. Kitchens and ‘wet areas’ such as 
bathrooms and wc’s are fitted with either conventional 
extracts fans fitted with condensation sensors. Where 
possible we have suggested installing a centralised 
mechanical extract system, which is one mechanical 
unit drawing stale, damp air from all first-floor rooms, 
i.e., bedrooms, bathrooms & shower rooms, with the 
kitchen and down stairs wc being included if possible. 
If not possible, ground floor kitchen and wc will require 
a separate extract system. Note that it might be 
possible to install MVHR to bungalow-type dwellings 
as ‘flow and return’ ductwork is comparatively simple 
to install and the benefits will probably outweigh the 
costs of installation.



Retrofit: a working methodology

WATCH OUT – Only install new windows without 
‘trickle vents’ when installing Mechanical Ventilation& 
Heat Recovery systems in parallel. However, note 
that MVHR systems have air filters that need regular 
cleaning and/ or replacing. In some instances, this can 
be problematic to achieve, and once MVHR systems 
are working with dirty filters they will not perform as 
required and there is an increased likelihood of poor air 
quality and a build-up of regular condensation resulting 
in surface mould . 

Overheating

Retrofitting existing uninsulated properties is always 
desirable, and as stated above, one of the UK’s most 
pressing infrastructure projects-in-waiting. However, 
as our climate warms, the issue of how often our 
properties over heat in Summer becomes just as 
pressing as how to keep them warm in Winter.

The absolute best strategy for keeping homes cool 
in Summer is to look at ways of keeping the heat out 
of the dwelling. In principle this is straight-forward, 
and if you look abroad to countries such as France, 
Germany and Spain, one can see what there do there 
– they install external shutters to most of their housing 
stock. External shutters keep the heat from the Sun 
outside, thus keeping the internal room temperature 
cool in Summer. Traditional & contemporary shutters 
can incorporate movable louvres that can give a variety 
of lighting and ventilation options. Obviously, this is 
not a new idea. Local Georgian and Victorian houses 
were constructed with external awnings and shutters. 
They also had internal shutters and curtains. These 
devises all lead to homes that were cool in the Summer 
and Warm in the Winter. However, retrofitting external 
shutters, and maintaining them, when at first floor 
or higher, can be a challenge – especially as these 
effective devices might appear unusual to UK citizens.

There are a number of secondary strategies one can 
employ to reduce the likelihood of overheating, but 
many of them depend on the design of the dwelling. 
For example, it is desirable to be able to cross-ventilate 

your home, but this may not be possible if there are 
not windows on opposing sides of the dwelling. Cross-
ventilating is simply opening windows on opposite 
sides of a building which allows air to enter form one 
side and exist through another, thus causing a natural 
breeze that cools occupants. Note - this strategy should 
inform the design of all new dwellings. 

If external blinds are not viable, then it may be 
advisable to install internal blinds and/ or shutters. 
They will be effective in hot summer weather - up 
to a point, because the hot air has been let into the 
interior environment which is not desirable. These 
devices (internal & external blinds) will also benefit 
the dwelling in winter, by helping to keep it warm; 
increasing the effective insulation value at external 
openings. 

NOTE - If the retrofitted dwelling has been installed 
with the appropriate type of Air Source Heat Pump, it 
can add ‘coolth’ to a warm room in Summer, in other 
words it can cool in Summer as well as heat in the 
Winter. However, this will incur the use of (probably) 
mains generated electricity. Passive systems are always 
preferred.

NOTE- The only other scenario that can allow your 
home to be cooled in Summer, is when a specific 
specification of MVHR has been installed. MVHR can 
run for 12 months a year, but watch out only certain 
types of systems having the ability to cool. If windows 
are keep closed on hot summer days, then it can 
keep the air cool. Remember there are no background 
‘trickle’ vents when MVHR systems are installed. 
Therefore, in theory, the incoming air is controlled, and 
the heat exchanger in the MVHR system can work in 
reverse by expelling heat from incoming fresh air.

Cold Bridges

A cold bridge is caused when a material within the 
building structure transfers heat at a significantly 
higher rate than the materials surrounding it. This often 
presents itself internally as condensation forming on 

window or door frame has no thermal break and 
where there is no space around the internal reveals to 
accept insulation. Whenever possible we have place 
replacement double-glazed windows within the new 
external wall insulation zone. 

Material Selection

Traditional homes (19th Century and earlier) were 
designed with materials that naturally ‘breathe’. 
Timber, clay & terracotta, together with bricks and 
lime-based mortars and renders all to this , whereas 
many products used in retrofit are impermeable. 
For example, most popular external wall insulation 
products are plastic and impermeable;  designed to 
keep moisture out of the building. These products  can 
have the unforeseen consequence of trapping moisture 
created inside the building within its solid walls, 
meaning damp can develop.

Solar Panels & Battery Storage

It is becoming increasingly desirable, and more 
affordable, to install solar photovoltaic panels to 
residential properties, and increasingly viable, to 
partner this with battery storage. If there is a need to 
store hot water on site and spare loft space, this could 
be partnered with solar thermal panels that will prime 
cold water in the winter so that it is tepid or warm 
even. This ‘passive’ energy is extremely beneficial (from 
a low energy point of view) to any device designed to 
heat water for washing or central heating systems.

Waste Flows & Reuse, Local Materials and Carbon 
Mapping

This report has considered the possibility of re-using 
the material flows generated by retrofit projects, i.e., we 
have considered typical materials and components that 
will be removed from our case study house types when 
retrofit works occur. Why is this worth considering? 
Well, if we are retrofitting, say 100 identical homes, 
then the waste flows coming off these homes will 
be similar. So, we commissioned circular economy 

specialists SOENECS to consider the potential of 
these waste flows becoming commodities – if you 
are removing 400+ similar twin panel radiators from 
similar homes in a specific region, does this create 
a commodity in the steel reuse or recycling sector? 
In addition, SOENECS considered if the suppliers of 
internal fittings such as kitchen units, could set up 
closed-loop systems such as take-back schemes for 
old cabinets. In addition, could they alter the design of 
their cabinets, fixtures and fittings, so that they could 
be easily de-constructed, re-furbished and re-used 
again?

We commissioned Environmental Engineers Elementa 
to map the carbon footprint of materials flowing off 
our retrofit sites, as well as materials flowing onto 
these same retrofit projects. This study enabled us to 
evidence the carbon/ resource saving associated with 
specifying local materials over those imported accruing 
vast amounts of air, sea and road miles. BakerBrown’s 
retrofit specifications have included the comparison 
of ‘normal’ fossil fuel based plastic products to locally 
source organic materials such as Sweet Chestnut 
Cladding and timber fibre board insulation. We had 
hoped to include UK mycelium-based products such 
as insulation, but at the point of writing it still hadn’t 
received its BBA Certification.

It should be noted that our three ‘deep dive’ case 
study retrofit homes (Command Road, The Downs 
and Lanark) have had Outline Cost Plans for the low, 
medium and high impact retrofit works. These financial 
studies, undertaken by Construction Surveyors 
MacConvilles are part of this study.

Fire

All retrofit works, including all materials, must comply 
with current regulations outlined in Document B from 
The Guide to Building Regulations for England & 
Wales. All works must be approved by local area Fire 
Officer.
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Introduction to retrofit strategies

Minimum Retrofit

 — Aimed to tackle the most urgent elements of the 
building, such as windows, doors and localised air 
tightness improvements around windows, to minimise 
heat loss.   

 — Developed as low embodied carbon (natural and 
organic materials) option and higher embodied carbon 
(traditional materials).

 — Special attention is given to circular principles to be 
followed for existing materials and materials to be 
introduced

Medium Retrofit - aimed to reach LETI Best Practice

 — Aimed to tackle most issues with air-tightness, quality 
and fuel efficiency of the dwelling. 

 — Developed as low embodied carbon (natural and 
organic materials) option and higher embodied carbon 
(traditional materials).

 — Special attention is given to circular principles to be 
followed for existing materials and materials to be 
introduced.

Deep Retrofit - aim to LETI Exemplar

 — Aimed to create an as efficient as possible dwelling

 — Developed as low embodied carbon (natural and 
organic materials) option and higher embodied carbon 
(traditional materials)

 — Special attention is given to circular principles to be 
followed for existing materials and materials to be 
introduced.

0
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LETI	retrofit	energy	targets	(modelling method)5a

SIGNPOST Chapter 4 - LETI home retrofit targets - 4.5 LETI typical house archetype examples

Our analysis demonstrated that what LETI considers 
to be a pragmatic, affordable and realistic level of 
retrofit matches closely with the AECB Retrofit standard 
in terms of both space heating demand and final EUI. 
LETI considers this to be a best practice retrofit. 

The more demanding Passivhaus EnerPhit retrofit 
standard achieves further reductions and is aligned 
with LETI’s exemplar targets in terms of retrofit 
ambition. 

Use of either energy target requires detailed energy 
modelling to be carried out.SIGNPOST Chapter 4 - LETI home retrofit targets     

- 4.2 Modelling method
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Embodied and Operational Energy
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The real cost of the construction sector

Embodied Carbon 
The emissions from manufacturing, transportation and installation of building materials

Operational Carbon 
The emissions from a building's energy consumption

Embodied carbon means all the CO2 emitted in producing 
materials. It's estimated from the energy used to extract 
and transport raw materials as well as emissions from 
manufacturing processes. Please note that colleagues 
at Elementa prepared whole life carbon assessment in 
relation to the three 'deep dive' retrofit projects referred 
to in this report. Their findings form part of the main 
DOHS report published by Lewes and Eastbourne District 
Councils that this report sits within and refers to.

Operational energy is the energy used to operate and 
maintain the building after its construction.



Circular Economy

Retainment with 
refurbishment or 
addition 
(Reduce)

De-Construction & 
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Those which should 
be removed from site 
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Principles of sustainable and circular design

 — Limit materials travel distance

 — Limit use of materials with high embodied carbon 
(Concrete, Bricks)

 — Specify that high embodied carbon materials are easily 
removed, when and if the dwellings are demolished, so 
that these can be reused

 — Use low carbon, renewable and organic materials such 
as timber, cork, earth.

 — Use carbon sequestering materials

 — Use re-used materials

 — Use materials with high recycled content

 — Maximise structural efficiency
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Resource Mapping - SOENECS

Our ambition is to re-use material that already has 
an 'embodied carbon footprint'; that has already been 
processed. If successful in our ambition, we hope to 
dramatically reduce the need for mining and harvesting 
new raw materials because it is this process that is 
destroying the natural world and accelerating the climate 
and ecological emergency. With this ambition in mind, 
we apply a 'Resource Mapping' exercise to all retrofit 
projects, which by definition are implicitly re-use projects. 
So, in addition, to re-using the existing buildings, we 
map material for re-use or recycling, that is on site, near 
to site, in the region and locale. In practice, we hope to 
reduce the embodied carbon footprint associated with 
energy and pollution created by processing materials and 
transporting them to site. The ambition is to stay as high 
up the 'waste hierarchy' as possible, i.e. by starting with 
REDUCE by designing a building with the least possible 
amount of material, by REUSING to reduce the amount 
of new raw material required. Recycling will be employed 
on this project as a last resort before having to use newly 
processed materials.

Lewes and Eastbourne Councils are social landlords 
with many properties across the geographical region. As 
a council conscious of the climate emergency, a large 
amount of work has been undertaken to determine the 
feasibility of adapting these properties to fit for a future 
climate. Many of the actions that would be undertaken 
would result in large quantities of waste materials being 
generated. The councils engaged SOENECS to determine 
the options for reuse and recycling for items on the 
“inventory of removed items” and create a list of items 
that could be fit for reuse.

Part 1 of the Soenecs Report 'Determined the opions for 
re-use and recycling for the items on the "Inventory of 
Removed Items" prepared by BakerBrown whensurveying 
the eight case study homes for this report.



The aims of Part 1 of the report were as follows:

 — To identify the types of resource removed from 
social housing in Eastbourne Borough and Lewes 
District during refurbishment and retrofitting pilot 
schemes

 — To identify possible routes for the above items 
within the Circular Economy, while following the 
principles of the waste hierarchy and proximity 
principle

 — To explore the potential of these routes to be 
scaled up in the event of the pilot projects being 
upscaled

Initial Findings 

Lewes and Eastbourne Councils are already keeping 
material high up the waste hierarchy by ensuring 
maximum use is obtained from housing fixtures and 
fittings before they are replaced, as shown by figure 
2. Additionally, the newly reappointed contractor for 
kitchens and bathrooms (Hedley Visick), is already 
recycling material from their offices and using an 
environmentally responsible disposal contractor (see 
‘Case Study: Colwood Clear’ in Soenecs's Report).

Part 2 of the Soenecs Report identified a list of local 
waste streams that could be re-used for retrofit 
projects.

Rationale: where possible, fixtures and building skin 
should be reused on site to give the smallest carbon 
footprint. From the site visit to Landport Farm and 
discussion with LDC staff, it seems as though there 
is limited potential for items to be reused, as they are 
well used by the time they are replaces and the costs 
of repairing or refurbishing them could exceed those 
for replacement. There is greater scope for reuse 
where sites are being retrofitted but the fixtures being 
removed have not yet reached the end of their life 
e.g., boiler or glazing.

One of the main challenges for identifying the list 

of local waste streams is when the items will become 
available, currently the plan would be for 5-10 properties 
per month, this would allow capture, storage and reuse 
to be undertaken in a timely and structured fashion, 
however, storage and separation on site are absolutely 
key to allowing reuse. Soenecs carried out a detailed 
appraisal of recycling and reuse options and the list of 
materials and potential outlets were included in their 
report.

Conclusions & Recommendations

The councils are already doing very well on maximising 
the lifetime of internal fixtures and fitting, followed 
by management of waste in a manner that starts to 
maximize recycling of materials. However, it is clear 
that the council is not currently able to embrace reuse, 
although the desire is there, as the systems and storage 
is not in place or available. 

The main conclusions from this study are:      

 — Lewes and Eastbourne Councils are already keeping 
material high up the waste hierarchy by ensuring 
maximum use is obtained from housing fixtures and 
fittings before they are replaced 

 — To enable reuse of the materials and products 
removed as a result of the retrofits, there will need to 
a system for separating properly on site 

 — There are many potential companies that will be able 
to take the removed items for recycling, but not that 
many for reuse

 — a storage facility will be needed to store materials 
whilst finding a second life as the turnaround 
timescales for the retrofit are very tight

Overall, there is huge potential for the council as a 
social landlord to put in place additional systems to 
encourage more reuse, however, it will need a more 
integrated system, with coordination between the teams 
responsible for procurement, management, logistics and 
resource management. There are local partners such 
as Colwood clear, Headley Visick, Mears, Baker Brown, 
Howdens, Tech-Takeback and the multitude of suppliers 
that will need to work closely with councils to draw up 
a plan to determine the best ways to priortise reuse of 
items removed for retrofitting.

Soenecs's full report can be read with the complete 
DOHS Report published by Lewes & Eastbourne District 
Councils.

Resource Mapping - SOENECS
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Orange text refers to insulation thickness. The difference 
between the two numbers refers to conventional 
materials  and natural and waste materials. 

Example: 120mm/150mm

If only one value is present, it means that the insulation 
thickness is the same for both options.  
Thickness requirement coordinated with UoB and 
Elementa

Conventional 
material

Natural and waste 
material

Glossary of terms and report graphics

Current property  
Existing property to be surveyed, monitored & 
investigated - including current EPC rating.

Minimum Retrofit 
Construction works required to achieve energy rating 
equivalent to EPC 'C'

Medium Retrofit 
Construction works required to achieve energy rating 
equivalent to LETI 'Best Practice'.

Deep Retrofit 
Construction works required to achieve energy rating 
equivalent to LETI 'Best Practice'.

Embodied Carbon 
The energy consumed in manufacturing, delivering 
and installing the materials used to build, refurbish 
and fit-out a building, and their disposal at end of life.

Operational Carbon  
The electricity, gas and other fuels used in a building 
for heating, cooling, ventilation, lighting, hot water, 
computers, servers and other equipment.

Green Economy 
An economy that aims at reducing environmental 
risks and ecological scarcities, and that aims for 
sustainable development without degrading the 
environment.

Circular Economy 
A model of production and consumption, which 
involves sharing, leasing, reusing, repairing, 
refurbishing and recycling existing materials and 
products as long as possible. Old buildings become 
the source material for new buildings, and Retrofit, is 
a good example of circular economy principles.

Space heating demand 
Describes the amount of heat required to heat a building 
to maintain the inside of a building to a particular 
heating profile for a given set of weather conditions.

Fuel Poverty 
In Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, the definition of 
fuel poverty is if a household pends more than 10% of its 
income on fuel costs and if remaining household income 
is insufficient to maintain an adequate standard of living.

LETI 
LETI (London Energy Transformation Initiative) is 
a voluntary network of over 1000 built environment 
professionals that are working together to put the UK 
on the path to a zero carbon future. In October 2021 
LETI produced its Climate Emergency Retrofit Guide 
for domestic properties. The low carbon standards set 
in this document have been adopted as two of the three 
'benchmarks' for this Retrofit Road map.

University of Brighton 
As part of the overall DOHS Report, Dr. Marco Picco 
has provided a detailed comparison of a number of 
different digital applications calculating the operational 
and embodied carbon footprints of the case study 
dwellings, before retrofit works are carried out, as well 
as when light, medium and high impact retrofit works 
are installed. This work cloncluded that the LETI 'Best 
Practice' & 'Exemplar' benchmarks were in every case 
unaffordable to implement by local authorities within 
current financial constraints. Obviously, we would 
hope that the overall findings of the DOHS Report will 
convince central government that these ambitious 
benchmarks are worth investing in.

180  
kW/h/m2/yr

150 
kW/h/m2/yr

20 
kW/h/m2/yr

50  
kW/h/m2/yr

1. Achieved Space heating demand

Results coordinated with UoB and Elementa

2. Retrofit Strategies Insulation Thickness

3. Retrofit Diagrams Colours

Areas of retrofit intervention

Existing elements moved



Property 03 
The Downs



Property 03 - The Downs

Former Girl's School in Seaford, which was coverted into 
11 separate flats in the 1980's. The original bilding was 
built in 1926 and it has been retrofitted with cavity fill 
insulation. It is unclear whether the cavity fill has been 
done fully or partially, as tenants from different properties 
(flat 3 and 4) have different opinions. There are signs of 
cavity blown insulation having been installed on some 
areas at groundfloor.

The top floor apartments are very cold, as the roof is not 
insulated. 

Three flats have been studied in more detail. These are:

 — Flat 3, ground floor mid flat.

 — Flat 4, ground floor, external flat.

 — Flat 9, Top floor flat, within loft.

All flats have very high floor to ceiling heights.  

NN

Flat 3
Flat 4

Flat 9



Property 03 - The Downs, Flat 4

Key Data and Retrofit report key findings
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 Element Data Collection – Internal Elements 

Room Name Entrance Hall 
Description Small entrance hall connecting the living area/bedroom, bathroom and kitchen.  

Ventilation No ventilation 

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600mm2 

    

Radiators / Heat emitters Electric room heater  

Lighting Low energy light bulb 

Condensation / Mould? No 

Condition  Poor - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in a poor state of repair 

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents Condition 

External door 1 (eX1) 775 2075 Yes No Wood Na Poor 

Photos 
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 Element Data Collection – Internal Elements 

Room Name Entrance Hall 
Description Small entrance hall connecting the living area/bedroom, bathroom and kitchen.  

Ventilation No ventilation 

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600mm2 

    

Radiators / Heat emitters Electric room heater  

Lighting Low energy light bulb 

Condensation / Mould? No 

Condition  Poor - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in a poor state of repair 

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents Condition 

External door 1 (eX1) 775 2075 Yes No Wood Na Poor 

Photos 
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 

Room Name Living Room/bedroom 
Description This flat is a ‘studio apartment’ the bedroom also forms the living area.  

Ventilation There are openable windows with trickle vents.  

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600 (mm2) 

825 3 2475 FAIL 

Radiators / Heat emitters Two electric panel heaters 

Lighting Low energy light bulb 

Condensation / Mould? No 

Condition  Okay - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in an okay state of repair 

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents Condition 

Window (W01) 1500 2150 Yes 16mm+ PVC Yes Poor 

Window (W03) 600 2000 Yes 16mm+ PVC Yes Poor 

Window (W04) 1500 2000 Yes 16mm+ PVC Yes Poor 

Window (W05) 600 2000 Yes 16mm+ PVC Yes Poor 

Photos 
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 

 

Item Name Front (South) elevation  

Description The front elevation is brickwork with visible cavity fill holes  

Condition Good  

Photos  
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Existing Floor Plan

Key Data

Building Type  Ground Floor, mid flat 
Floor area  31 sqm 
EPC current   E - 44 
Windows  Double glazing, 16mm 
Wall construction Masonry Cavity, probably brick 
Exterior layer  Brick, English Bond

Heating   Electric

Retrofit Report and visual survey findings

 — There is no kitchen extract and an ok working extractor 
in the bathroom.

 — Lighting is a mixture of LED, low e-light bulbs and low 
energy fluorescent tube in kitchen.

 — Electric Radiators. 

 — Walls, Ceilings and Floors are in poor state of repair in 
certain areas (Entrance)

 — Door Undercuts and ventilation between rooms have 
failed in many instances. 
 

Flat 3 has also been analised. The retrofit strategy is the 
same as the outlined for flat 4. 

Flat 4

UP

Flat 4

Kitchen

WC

Sleep - 
Lounge

Communal Staircase



Property 03 - The Downs, Flat 9

Key Data and Retrofit report key findings
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 

Room Name Kitchen  
Description The kitchen is between the living room and bedroom 1  

Ventilation Openable windows with trickle vents 

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600mm2 

723 0 0 FAIL 

Radiators / Heat emitters Warm air heater    

Lighting Halogen light   

Condensation / Mould? Yes, around the windows  

Condition  Good - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in a good state of repair 

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents 

Condition 

Window (W03L) 550 1190 Yes Double 16mm PVC 2700 OK 

Window (W03R) 550 1190 Yes Double 16mm PVC 2700 OK 

Photos 
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 

Room Name Living Room 
Description The living room is at the back of the property between bedroom 1 and the kitchen  

Ventilation Openable windows with trickle vents  

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600 (mm2) 

823 32 26336 PASS 

Radiators/Heat Emitters Electric room heaters  

Lighting Two low energy lights    

Condensation/Mould? Condensation on and around the windows and on the walls  

Condition  Okay - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in a good state of repair 

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents 

Condition 

Window (W01L) 325 676 No Double 16mm PVC 1000 OK 

Window (W01C) 782 1073 Yes Double 16mm PVC 0 OK 

Window (W01R) 325 676 No Double 16mm PVC 1000 OK 

Window (W02L) 492 1000 No Double 16mm PVC 1000 OK 

Window (W02C) 760 1276 Yes Double 16mm PVC 0 OK 

Window (W0R) 492 1000 No Double 16mm PVC 1000 OK 

Photos 
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

  

Room Name Bedroom 1 

Description 
Bedroom 1 is at the side of the building between the living room and bathroom.                  

When it rains water pours down the inside of the exposed walls.  

Ventilation Openable windows with trickle vents and two passive vents  

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600 (mm2) 

723 21 15183 PASS 

Radiators / Heat emitters Electric room heater 

Lighting Low energy lightbulb      

Condensation / Mould? Condensation and mould on and around the windows and walls  

Condition  Poor - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in a poor state of repair 

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents 

Condition 

Window (W4) 715 1200 Yes Double 16mm PVC 2700 Poor 

Roof light (RL01) 717 1320 Yes Double 16mm Wood 18600 Good 

Photos 
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

Room Name Bedroom 2 
Description Bedroom 2 is adjacent to the kitchen  

Ventilation Openable windows with trickle vents 

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600mm2 

723 6 4338 FAIL 

Radiators / Heat emitters Electric room heater   

Lighting Halogen light   

Condensation / Mould? Around the window  

Condition  Good - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in a good state of repair.  

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents 

Condition 

Window (W6L) 558 1200 Yes Double 16mm PVC 2700 OK 

Window (W6R) 558 1200 Yes Double 16mm PVC 2700 OK 

Photos 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Existing Floor Plan

Key Data

Building Type  Top Floor Flat, Loft 
Floor area  91 sqm 
EPC current   G - 8 
Windows  Double glazing, 16mm 
Wall construction Masonry Cavity, probably brick 
Exterior layer  Brick, English Bond

Retrofit Report and visual survey findings

 — Mould in certain areas of the house, particularly around 
windows. 

 — Some historic damp in spare bedroom.

 — Roof Leaks visible on walls.

 — There is no extract fan within the flat.

 — Door Undercuts and ventilation between rooms have 
failed in many instances.

 — Lighting is a mixture of LED, low e light bulbs. Some 
lighting is not low energy or LED.

 — Electric Radiators, appear older than those installed 
within flats below. 

 — Insulation within loft and above sloped ceiling 
assumed as not existing. 

Flat 9

Flat 9

WC

Bedroom

Lounge - 
Dining

Kitchen

Bedroom

Communal Staircase



Property 03 - The Downs, Overall

Retrofit interventions - 3D

Current property Minimum Retrofit

 —  Replace entrance doors to flats

 — Replace lighting with Low-E lighting, check and 
replace if necesary

Medium Retrofit

 — Replace flat entrance doors

 — Cavity wall insulation, signs of presence. Inspect and 
replace if not done properly

 — Replace lighting, the flat should be already fitted with 
all Low-E lighting, check and replace if necesary

 — Ground floor insulation - 120mm/150mm

 — Solar Panels might be added on roof

 — Remove Chimney Stacks

 — Replace dormers with insulated solutions

 — Roof insulation above loft joists 60mm/75mm

 — Re-roof. Roof Insulation between joists 60mm/52mm

 — Replace windows with new double glazed units

 — Localised air tightness improvements around 
windows and bay window roof to minimise heat loss

 — Natural ventilation through window trickle vents and 
bathroom and kitchen fans

 — Overheating to be mitigated with the addition of 
external roller shutters

Deep Retrofit

 — Replace flat entrance doors

 — Cavity wall insulation, signs of presence. Inspect and 
replace if not done properly

 — Replace lighting, the flat should be already fitted with 
all Low-E lighting, check and replace if necesary

 — Ground floor insulation - 120mm/150mm

 — Solar Panels might be added on roof

 — Remove Chimney Stacks

 — Replace dormers with insulated solutions

 — Roof insulation above loft joists 60mm/75mm

 — Re-roof. Roof Insulation between joists 60mm/52mm

 — Replace windows with new double glazed units

 — Localised air tightness improvements around 
windows and bay window roof to minimise heat loss

 — Natural ventilation through window trickle vents and 
bathroom and kitchen fans

 — Overheating to be mitigated with the addition of 
external roller shutters

Areas of retrofit intervention

Exhisting elements moved

131  
kW/h/m2/yr

135 
kW/h/m2/yr

59 
kW/h/m2/yr

59  
kW/h/m2/yr



Property 03 - The Downs, Flat 4

Retrofit Elements
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Property Address 4 The Downs, Sutton Road, Seaford, BN25 4QW 

Assessor's Name Jack Hannon 

Assessor’s Number Q998-0001 

Trustmark Number 2547912 

Assessor's Organisation As Built Testing Ltd 

Assessment Date 08/12/21 

Was the property built pre-1920? No 

Risk Assessment Path C  

Air Test Score (Pathway C Only) 14.21 (m3/(m2.hr) @50Pa) 

Report Revision R01.01 

Windows, 16mm gap

UP

Flat 4

Kitchen

WC

Sleep - 
Lounge

Communal Staircase

Assumed inadequate wall cavity 
insulation

Suspended Floor timber floor with no insulation

Uninsulated door to unheated corridor

Entrance in state of disrepair

Flat 4

Scope of work: 

 — Improve efficiency of building

 —  Outline minimum retrofit

 —  Outline medium retrofit

 —  Outline deep retrofit



Deep Retrofit

 — Replace entrance door

 — Cavity wall insulation, signs of presence. Inspect and 
replace if not done properly

 — Replace lighting, the flat should be already fitted with 
all Low-E lighting, check and replace if necesary

 — Floor insulation - 150mm/180mm*** depening on 
floor joists thickness

 — Solar Panels might be added on roof, provided 
chimney stacks are removed

 — Replace windows with new double glazed units

 — Localised air tightness improvements around 
windows and bay window roof to minimise heat loss

 — Natural ventilation through window trickle vents and 
bathroom and kitchen fans

 — Overheating to be mitigated with the addition of 
external roller shutters

Medium Retrofit

 — Replace entrance door

 — Cavity wall insulation, signs of presence. Inspect and 
replace if not done properly

 — Replace lighting, the flat should be already fitted with 
all Low-E lighting, check and replace if necesary

 — Floor insulation - 120mm/150mm *** depening on 
floor joists thickness

 — Solar Panels might be added on roof, provided 
chimney stacks are removed

 — Replace windows with new double glazed units

 — Localised air tightness improvements around 
windows and bay window roof to minimise heat loss

 — Natural ventilation through window trickle vents and 
bathroom and kitchen fans

 — Overheating to be mitigated with the addition of 
external roller shutters

Minimum Retrofit

 —  Replace entrance door

 — Replace lighting, the flat should be already fitted with 
all Low-E lighting, check and replace if necesary.

 — Replace windows with new double glazed units

 — Localised air tightness improvements around 
windows and bay window roof to minimise heat loss

Property 03 - The Downs, Flat 4

Retrofit interventions - 3D

Current property 131  
kW/h/m2/yr

135 
kW/h/m2/yr

59 
kW/h/m2/yr

59  
kW/h/m2/yr

Areas of retrofit intervention

UP

Flat 4

Kitchen

WC

Sleep - 
Lounge

Communal Staircase

UP

Flat 4

Kitchen

WC

Sleep - 
Lounge

Communal Staircase

UP

Flat 4

Kitchen

WC

Sleep - 
Lounge

Communal Staircase

UP

Flat 4

Kitchen

WC

Sleep - 
Lounge

Communal Staircase

Exhisting elements moved



Property 03 - The Downs, Flat 9

Retrofit Elements
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Property Address 9 The Downs, Sutton Road, Seaford, BN25 4QW 

Assessor's Name Jack Hannon 

Assessor’s Number Q998-0001 

Trustmark Number 2547912 

Assessor's Organisation As Built Testing Ltd 

Assessment Date 24/11/21 

Was the property built pre-1920? No 

Risk Assessment Path B 

Air Test Score (Pathway C Only) n/a (m3/(m2.hr) @50Pa) 

Flat 9

WC

Bedroom

Lounge - 
Dining

Kitchen

Bedroom

Communal Staircase

Windows, 16mm gap

Assumed inadequate wall cavity insulation

Roof with no insulation

Redundant Chimney Stacks, source of heatloss

Uninsulated door to unheated corridor

Flat 9

Scope of work: 

 — Improve efficiency of building

 —  Outline minimum retrofit

 —  Outline medium retrofit

 —  Outline deep retrofit



Property 03 - The Downs, Flat 9

Retrofit interventions - 3D

Current property 

Areas of retrofit intervention

Flat 9

WC

Bedroom

Lounge - 
Dining

Kitchen

Bedroom

Communal Staircase

Flat 9

WC

Bedroom

Lounge - 
Dining

Kitchen

Bedroom

Communal Staircase Communal Staircase

Flat 9

WC

Bedroom

Lounge - 
Dining

Kitchen

Bedroom

Communal Staircase

Flat 9

WC

Bedroom

Lounge - 
Dining

Kitchen

Bedroom

Minimum Retrofit

 —  Replace entrance door

 — Replace lighting, the flat should be already fitted with 
all Low-E lighting, check and replace if necesary

 — Replace windows with new double glazed units

 — Localised air tightness improvements around 
windows and bay window roof to minimise heat loss

Medium retrofit

 — Replace entrance door

 — Cavity wall insulation, signs of presence. Inspect and 
replace if not done properly

 — Replace lighting, the flat should be already fitted with 
all Low-E lighting, check and replace if necesary

 — Solar Panels might be added on roof

 — Remove Chimney stacks from roof

 — Replace dormers with insulated solutions and better 
performing, double glazed units. 

 — Roof insulation above loft joists 60mm/75mm

 — Re-roof. Roof Insulation between joists 60mm/52mm

 — Replace windows with new double glazed units

 — Localised air tightness improvements around 
windows to minimise heat loss

 — Natural ventilation through window trickle vents and 
bathroom and kitchen fans

 — Overheating to be mitigated with the addition of 
external roller shutters

Deep Retrofit

 — Replace entrance door

 — Cavity wall insulation, signs of presence. Inspect and 
replace if not done properly

 — Replace lighting, the flat should be already fitted with 
all Low-E lighting, check and replace if necesary

 — Solar Panels might be added on roof

 — Remove Chimney stacks from roof

 — Replace dormers with insulated solutions

 — Roof insulation above loft joists 60mm/75mm

 — Re-roof. Roof Insulation between joists 60mm/52mm

 — Replace windows with new double glazed units

 — Localised air tightness improvements around 
windows to minimise heat loss

 — Natural ventilation through window trickle vents and 
bathroom and kitchen fans

 — Overheating to be mitigated with the addition of 
external roller shutters

Exhisting elements moved

131  
kW/h/m2/yr

135 
kW/h/m2/yr

59 
kW/h/m2/yr

59  
kW/h/m2/yr



Property 03 - The Downs, Overall

Typical Retrofit Details

Roof/ Eaves/ Skeiling Detail Window Cill Detail



Property 03 - The Downs, Overall

Typical Retrofit Details

Suspended Timber Floor/ Cavity Wall 

1
5
0



Property 04  
Command Road



Property 04 - Command Road

Semi-Detached house built with a peculiar Parkinson 
frame, a particular construction of steel and concrete 
frame.

Lewes and Eastbourne councils count up to 650 homes 
built with this method in their stock. 

A strategised retrofit intervention on all suitable properties 
could reveal to be cost effective and less onerous and less 
carbon intensive than re-building the stock. 

NN



Key Data

Building Type  Semi-detached, two bedrooms 
Floor area  82 sqm 
EPC current    D - 60 
Windows  Double glazing, 6mm 
Wall construction Steel and Concrete 
Exterior layer  Render

Heating  Gas

Retrofit Report and visual survey findings

 — Mould in certain areas of the house, including 
bathrooms

 — There is no extract within bathrooms and poorly 
working extractor in the kitchen

 — Lighting is a mixture of LED, low e light bulbs plus 
fluorescent tube in kitchen

 — Some radiators are enclosed in wooden boxes (hallway 
and livingroom for example) limiting their efficiency

 — Concrete roof tiles, relatively old with moss growth

 — It appears to be have a leak to side elevation by eaves

 — to be confirmed if insulation in loft is present

Neighbouring semi-detached property

Lounge

Dining

Kitchen

WC

Hallway

Neighbouring semi-detached property

Master Bedroom

Bedroom

Bedroom

WC

WC

Hallway

Status
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Property 04 - Command Road

Key Data and Retrofit report key findings

Existing Ground Floor Plan

Existing First Floor Plan



Property 04 - Command Road

Retrofit interventions - 3D

Current property Minimum Retrofit

 —  Replace Windows and doors

 — Localised air tightness improvements around 
windows and bay window roof to minimise heat loss 

 — Replace lighting

Medium Retrofit

 — Replace windows and doors

 — Timber Overclad, 140mm/170mm insulation

 — Replace lighting

 — Rendered insulated wrap at Plint Level

 — Loft insulation

 — Insulation over loft hatch

 — Remove Chimney Stacks

 — ASHP / System tbc including radiators

 — New entrance canopy

 — Downpipes and bay window gutter replaced

 — New bay window bolt on element standardised 

 — Natural ventilation through window trickle vents and 
bathroom and kitchen fans

 — Overheating to be mitigated with the addition of 
external roller shutters

Deep Retrofit

 — Replace windows and doors

 — Timber Overclad, 170mm/200mm insulation

 — Replace lighting

 — Rendered insulated wrap at Plint Level

 — Loft insulation

 — Insulation over loft hatch

 — Remove Chimney Stacks

 — Floor insulation

 — ASHP / System tbc including radiators

 — New lobby space with enclosed area for ASHP

 — Downpipes and bay window gutter replaced

 — New bay window bolt on element standardised

 — Natural ventilation through window trickle vents and 
bathroom and kitchen fans

 — Overheating to be mitigated with the addition of 
external roller shutters Adding a lot of insulation 

might result being unviable, 
the weight will require a 

new additional substantial 
structure, to attach to the 

existing walls. 

114 
kW/h/m2/yr

95 
kW/h/m2/yr

14 
kW/h/m2/yr

20 
kW/h/m2/yr

Areas of retrofit intervention

Exhisting elements moved



Property 04 - Command Road

Retrofit Elements

Parkinson Frame

Old Windows, with 6mm gap
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Property Address 6 Command Road, Eastbourne, BN20 8RA 

Assessor's Name Jack Hannon 

Assessor’s Number Q998-0001 

Trustmark Number 2547912 

Assessor's Organisation As Built Testing Ltd 

Assessment Date 23/11/21 

Was the property built pre-1920? No 

Risk Assessment Path C 

Air Test Score (Pathway C Only) 9.66 (m3/(m2.hr) @50Pa) 
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Chimney Stacks are source of heat loss

Assumed no or inadequate insulation 
within loft

Potentially Uninsulated External Door

Potential leak 

Roof tiles might require partial replacement

Redundant Satellite Dishes

Scope of work: 

 — Improve efficiency of building

 —  Outline minimum retrofit

 —  Outline medium retrofit

 —  Outline deep retrofit



Property 04 - Command Road

Retrofit interventions - 3D

Current property Minimum Retrofit

 —  Replace Windows and doors

 — Localised air tightness improvements around 
windows and bay window roof to minimise heat loss

 — Replace lighting

Medium Retrofit

 — Replace windows and doors

 — Timber Overclad, 140mm/170mm insulation

 — Replace lighting

 — Rendered insulated wrap at Plint Level

 — Loft insulation between and above loft joists

 — Insulation over loft hatch

 — Remove Chimney Stacks

 — ASHP / System tbc including radiators

 — New entrance canopy

 — Downpipes and bay window gutter replaced

 — New bay window bolt on element standardised

 —  Natural ventilation through window trickle vents and 
bathroom and kitchen fans

 — Overheating to be mitigated with the addition of 
external roller shutters

Deep Retrofit

 — Replace windows and doors

 — Timber Overclad, 170mm/200mm insulation

 — Replace lighting

 — Rendered insulated wrap at Plint Level

 — Loft insulation between and above loft joists

 — Insulation over loft hatch

 — Remove Chimney Stacks

 — Floor insulation

 — ASHP / System tbc including radiators

 — New lobby space with enclosed area for ASHP

 — Downpipes and bay window gutter replaced

 — New bay window bolt on element standardised

 — Natural ventilation through window trickle vents and 
bathroom and kitchen fans

 — Overheating to be mitigated with the addition of 
external roller shutters

Areas of retrofit intervention

Exhisting elements moved

114 
kW/h/m2/yr

95 
kW/h/m2/yr

14 
kW/h/m2/yr

20 
kW/h/m2/yr



Property 04 - Command Road

Details

Roof Vents to ensure ventilation is maintaned 
through the roof even if additional insulation is 

inserted



Property 04 - Command Road

Exterior Finishes - Tiles

Terracotta tiles mounted on a rainscreen.  
The tiles can be new or from reused sources. Reused Tiles 
will contribute to the element of circular economy applied 
to this project. 



Property 04 - Command Road

Exterior Finishes - Tiles



Timber - Local Sweet Chesnut or Thermally modified 
Ash to be sourced from the UK, as Brimstone Ash by 
Vastern timber. Charred timber can also be an option. 

Supports local economy and decreases transportation 
costs. 

Timber can be treated to limit weathering. It can also 
be treated to protect it against flame spread. However, 
at thepoint of writing this report  many local authorities 
are avoiding it as an external finish, even with 
builsings less than 11m tall. We would hope that in the 
near future this situation will be different.

Property 04 - Command Road

Exterior Finishes - Timber



Property 04 - Command Road

Exterior Finishes - Timber



Property 04 - Command Road

Typical Retrofit Details

Roof/ Eaves/ Skeiling Detail Window Cill Detail
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Property 04 - Command Road

Typical Retrofit Details



Property 05 
Lanark Court



Property 05 - Lanark Court

Lanark Court is a block of flats built in the late 60's.  
It is a standard block of flats, including brick and uPVC 
external finishes.

The block looks has north facing balconies looking over 
the park.  
 
The communal staircase area is source of heatloss for the 
dwellings, as it appears to be uninsultated. 

NN
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Property 05 - Lanark Court, Flat 44

Key Data and Retrofit report key findings
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

Heating Systems 

 

Primary Heating System 

Description / Type Combi boiler  

Fuel Type Gas 

Manufacturer Vaillant 

Model ecoTEC pro 24 H combi A 

Heat Emitters Radiators with TRVs 

Secondary Heating System(s) Electric fire   

 
Photo(s) of Heating System:  
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 

Room Name Bedroom 1 
Description Bedroom 1 is between bedroom 2 and the living room  

Ventilation Openable window with trickle vents  

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600 (mm2) 

760 1 760 FAIL 

Radiators / Heat emitters Radiator with TRV 

Lighting Low energy light bulb  

Condensation / Mould? Yes, on the exposed wall and around the windows  

Condition  Okay - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in an okay state of repair 

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents Condition 

Window (W02) 2907 1167 Yes Double 16mm PVC 5400 Good 

Photos 
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 

Room Name Bedroom 1 
Description Bedroom 1 is between bedroom 2 and the living room  

Ventilation Openable window with trickle vents  

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600 (mm2) 

760 1 760 FAIL 

Radiators / Heat emitters Radiator with TRV 

Lighting Low energy light bulb  

Condensation / Mould? Yes, on the exposed wall and around the windows  

Condition  Okay - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in an okay state of repair 

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents Condition 

Window (W02) 2907 1167 Yes Double 16mm PVC 5400 Good 

Photos 
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 

Room Name Bedroom 2 
Description Bedroom 2 is adjacent to bedroom 1 opposite the front door  

Ventilation Openable window with trickle vents  

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600 (mm2) 

760 15 11400 PASS 

Radiators / Heat emitters Radiator with TRV 

Lighting Low energy light bulb  

Condensation / Mould? No 

Condition  Good - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in a good state of repair 

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents Condition 

Window (W01) 1954 1173 Yes Double 16mm PVC 5400 Good 

Photos 
  
 
  

 

 

 

 

 

Existing Floor Plan

Key Data

Building Type  First floor end of terrace flat.  
Floor area  60 sqm 
EPC current   C - 75 
Windows  Double glazing, 16mm 
Wall construction Assumed to be cavity wall 
Exterior layer  Brick

Heating  Gas

Retrofit Report and visual survey findings

 — Mould and condensation around windows and on 
exposed walls.

 — Extractor in bathroom is broken and the kitchen's does 
not perform well. 

 — Lighting is a mixture of LED, low e light bulbs and 
some non efficient bulbs.

 — Old Radiators 

 — Some door undercuts fail the minimum requirement for 
ventilation between rooms. 

 — External walls might have insulation.

 — Doors to lobby are a major source of heat loss. 

 — Rooms are a bit overly packed and it was difficult to 
assest all building items.

 — Heating controls are dated.

Flat 42 has also been analised. Retrofit strategy is the 
same as the outlined for flat 44.



Key Data

Building Type  First floor end of terrace flat.  
Floor area  60 sqm 
EPC current   D - 68 
Windows  Double glazing, 16mm 
Wall construction Assumed to be cavity wall 
Exterior layer  Brick

Heating  Gas

Retrofit Report and visual survey findings

 — Extractor in Kitchen is broken and the bathroom one 
performs well.

 — Lighting is a mixture of LED, low e light bulbs and 
some non efficient bulbs.

 — Radiators are new

 — Ventilation (if still in use) partially blocked by items 
such as TV

 — Some door undercuts fail the minimum requirement for 
ventilation between rooms. 

 — External walls might have insulation.

 — Doors to lobby are a major source of heat loss

Property 05 - Lanark Court, Flat 48

Key Data and Retrofit report key findings
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 

Room Name Living Room 
Description The living room is at the side of the flat and has a balcony    

Ventilation There are openable windows with trickle vents and passive vent behind TV 

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600 (mm2) 

755 1 755 FAIL 

Radiators / Heat emitters Radiator with TRV  

Lighting Low energy light bulb 

Condensation / Mould? No  

Condition  Good - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in a good state of repair 

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents Condition 

Window (W06) 1152 947 Yes Double 16mm PVC 2700 Good 

Window (W07) 2946 2000 Yes Double 16mm PVC 5400 Good 

Photos 
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 

Room Name Bedroom 1 
Description Bedroom 1 is between bedroom 2 and the living room  

Ventilation Openable window with trickle vents  

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600 (mm2) 

760 13 9880 PASS 

Radiators / Heat emitters Radiator with TRV 

Lighting Low energy light bulb  

Condensation / Mould? No  

Condition  Good - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in a good state of repair 

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents Condition 

Window (W02) 2907 1167 Yes Double 16mm PVC 5400 Good 

Photos 
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 Element Data Collection – Internal Elements 

Room Name Entrance Hall 
Description Small entrance hall connecting all the bedrooms, bathrooms and living area.  

Ventilation No ventilation 

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600mm2 

    

Radiators / Heat emitters Radiator with TRV  

Lighting Low energy light bulb 

Condensation / Mould? No 

Condition  Good - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in a good state of repair 

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents Condition 

Door to Corridor 1 (eX1) 840 2000 Yes   Wood 0 Ok 

Window (eX W1) 1100 350 No Single  Wood 0 Ok 

Window (eX W2) 250 2000 No Single  Wood 0 Ok 

Photos 
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 

Room Name Kitchen  
Description The kitchen is adjacent to the living room and the bathroom.  

Ventilation There are openable windows with trickle vents and a broken extractor fan 

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600mm2 

762 3 2286 FAIL 

Radiators / Heat emitters Radiator with TRV  

Lighting Fluorescent tube  

Condensation / Mould? No  

Condition  Okay - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in an okay state of repair 

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents 

Condition 

Window (W05) 1977 955 Yes Double 16mm PVC 2700 Good 

Photos 
   
 

 
 

 

 

Existing Floor Plan
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Current property Minimum Retrofit

 —  Replace Windows and doors

 — Localised air tightness improvements around 
windows, to minimise heat loss

 — Replace lighting

Medium Retrofit

 — Replace windows and doors

 — Reused or clay tiles overclad, 100mm wall insulation

 — Replace lighting

 — Rendered insulated wrap at Plint Level (100mm)

 — Replace floor finishes

 — Downpipes and bay window gutter moved forwards

 — Balconies wrapped to become winter gardens

 — Natural ventilation through window trickle vents and 
bathroom and kitchen fans

 — Overheating to be mitigated with the addition of 
external roller shutters

 — Replace PVs to be used by block

Deep Retrofit

 — Replace windows and doors

 — Reused or clay tiles overclad, 170mm/140mm wall 
insulation

 — Replace lighting

 — Rendered insulated wrap at Plint Level (100mm)

 — Replace floor finishes

 — Downpipes and bay window gutter moved forwards 

 — Balconies wrapped to become winter gardens 
Natural ventilation through window trickle vents and 
bathroom and kitchen fans

 — Overheating to be mitigated with the addition of 
external roller shutters

 — Replace PVs to be used by block

Property 05 - Lanark Court, Flat 44

Retrofit interventions - 3D
Areas of retrofit intervention

Exhisting elements moved

119 
kW/h/m2/yr

113  
kW/h/m2/yr

43  
kW/h/m2/yr

51 
kW/h/m2/yr



Property 05 - Lanark Court, Flat 44

Retrofit Elements

Windows might be suitable to retain. 

No roof access from communal area
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Property Address 44 Lanark Court, Hamsey Close, Eastbourne, BN20 8UH 

Assessor's Name Jack Hannon 

Assessor’s Number Q998-0001 

Trustmark Number 2547912 

Assessor's Organisation As Built Testing Ltd 

Assessment Date 08/12/21 

Was the property built pre-1920? No 

Risk Assessment Path C  

Air Test Score (Pathway C Only) 9.02 (m3/(m2.hr) @50Pa) 

Report Revision R01.01 

PVs are not connected to the building

Potentially uninsulated door to corridor

Redundant satellite dishes

Uninsulated communal area source of heat loss

Gas pipes  on facade to be 
checked and included within new 

wrap. 

Scope of work: 

 — Improve efficiency of building

 —  Outline minimum retrofit

 —  Outline medium retrofit

 —  Outline deep retrofit



Property 05 - Lanark Court, Flat 48

Retrofit interventions - 3D

Current property Minimum Retrofit

 —  Replace Windows and doors

 — Localised air tightness improvements around 
windows, to minimise heat loss.  

 — Replace lighting

Medium Retrofit

 — Replace windows and doors

 — Timber Overclad, 100mm/100mm wall insulation

 — Replace lighting

 — Rendered insulated wrap at Plint Level (100mm)

 — Above GF new floor finish for improved insulation

 — Replace floor finishes

 — Downpipes and bay window gutter moved forwards

 — Roof re-insulated above slab (120mm) 

 — Roof finishes stripped off and roof reinsulated

 — PVs moved to new roof line

 — Balconies wrapped to become winter gardens

 — Natural ventilation through window trickle vents and 
bathroom and kitchen fans

 — Overheating to be mitigated with the addition of 
external roller shutters

Deep Retrofit

 — Replace windows and doors

 — Timber Overclad, 170mm/140mm wall insulation

 — Replace lighting

 — Rendered insulated wrap at Plint Level (100mm)

 — Above GF new floor finish for improved insulation

 — Replace floor finishes

 — Downpipes and bay window gutter moved forwards 

 — Roof re-insulated above slab (150mm) 

 — Roof finishes stripped off and roof reinsulated

 — PVs moved to new roof line

 — Balconies wrapped to become winter gardens 

 — Natural ventilation through window trickle vents and 
bathroom and kitchen fans

 — Overheating to be mitigated with the addition of 
external roller shutters

Areas of retrofit intervention

Exhisting elements moved

119 
kW/h/m2/yr

113  
kW/h/m2/yr

43  
kW/h/m2/yr

51 
kW/h/m2/yr



Property 05 - Lanark Court, Flat 48

Retrofit Elements
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Property Address 48 Lanark Court, Hamsey Close, Eastbourne, BN20 8UH 

Assessor's Name Jack Hannon 

Assessor’s Number Q998-0001 

Trustmark Number 2547912 

Assessor's Organisation As Built Testing Ltd 

Assessment Date 08/12/21 

Was the property built pre-1920? No 

Risk Assessment Path C  

Air Test Score (Pathway C Only) 8.84 (m3/(m2.hr) @50Pa) 

Report Revision R01.01 

Windows might be suitable to retain. 

PVs are not connected to the building

Uninsulated Communal Area source of heat loss

Potentially Uninsulated Door to corridor

Redundant Satellite Dishes

Gas pipes  on facade to be 
checked and included within new 

wrap. 

Scope of work: 

 — Improve efficiency of building

 —  Outline minimum retrofit

 —  Outline medium retrofit

 —  Outline deep retrofit



Property 05 - Lanark Court

Balconies into Winter Gardens

Current property Deep Retrofit

 — Winter gardens added to wrap around existing 
balconies. 

Winter Gardens to replace balconies

Areas of retrofit intervention

Exhisting elements moved



Roof to Wall Detail Window Cill Detail

Property 05 - Lanark Court

Typical Retrofit Details



Solid Floor to Wall detail

Property 05 - Lanark Court

Typical Retrofit Details

3
0
0



Other Case Studies

Property 01 - Glynde, Terraced House

Property 05 - Lanark, Flats

Property 02 - Munster, Terraced House

Property 06 - Southerland Court, Flats

Property 03 - The Downs, Flats

Property 07 - School Gardens, Bungalow

Property 04 - Command Road, Semi-Detached

Property 08 - Foxglove, Terraced house
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Property 01 
Beddingham Gardens



Property 01 - Beddingham Gardens

Situated in Glynde, Lewes, Beddingham Gardens is a row 
of terraced houses. 

The property in consideration is the southernmost end of 
terrace. 

The property appears to be in good condition, however, it 
appears that the tenant is not satisfied with the heating 
system recently employed - ASHP.  
Windows and radiators are dated. 

NN



Property 01 - Beddingham Gardens

Key Data and Retrofit report key findings
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

Heating Systems 

 

Primary Heating System 

Description / Type Air to water heat pump 

Fuel Type Electricity  

Manufacturer Mitsubishi  

Model PUHZ-W50VHA-BS 

Heat Emitters Radiators with TRVs 

Secondary Heating System(s) Hot air heater in kitchen and unused open fire in living room 

 
Photo(s) of Heating System:  
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 

Heating Controls 

Programmer Yes 

Room Stat No 

TRV’s Yes 

Zone Control No 

Notes:  

 
Photo(s) of Heating Controls:  
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 Element Data Collection – Internal Elements 

Room Name Entrance Hall 
Description Small entrance hall connecting the living room and kitchen   

Ventilation No ventilation  

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600mm2 

    

Radiators / Heat emitters Radiator with TRV 

Lighting Low energy light bulb 

Condensation / Mould? On front facing wall and around the electricity box  

Condition  Okay - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in a okay state of repair 

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents 

Condition 

External door 1 (Ex1) 840 2000 Yes Double  Wood 0 Good 

Photos 
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 

Room Name Bathroom  
Description The bathrooms is at the back of the property adjacent to bedroom 2  

Ventilation Extractor fan, passive vent and openable windows  

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600mm2 

760 18 13680 PASS 

Radiators / Heat emitters Radiator with TRV  

Lighting Halogen light  

Condensation / Mould? No 

Condition  Good - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in a good state of repair.  

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents 

Condition 

Window (WF2) 1000 1000 Yes Double 16mm PVC 8000 Good 

Photos 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Key Data

Building Type  End of terrace, two storey.  
Floor area  64 sqm 
EPC current   F - 38 
Windows  Double glazing, 16mm, old 
Wall construction Assumed to be cavity wall 
Exterior layer  Brick

Heating  ASHP

Retrofit Report and visual survey findings

 — Cavity fill insulation might be present, although might 
be damp and inadequate

 — Extractor in bathroom does not perform well and not 
present in kitchen.

 — Lighting is a mixture of LED, low e light bulbs and 
some non efficient bulbs.

 — Some door undercuts fail the minimum requirement for 
ventilation between rooms. 

 — Elderly tenant for a two bed house. Heating bill very 
high.

Lounge

Hallway Kitchen

Bedroom 01

WC

Bedroom
02

Lounge

Hallway Kitchen

Bedroom 01

WC

Bedroom
02

Existing Ground Floor Plan

Existing First Floor Plan



Property 01 - Beddingham Gardens

Retrofit interventions - 3D

Current property Improvement

 — Replace windows and doors

 — External finish

 — Cavity wall infill insulation

 — Roof extended to meet new external wall wrap

 — Loft insulation - ensure roof is maintained ventilated

 — Downpipes moved forwards

 — Natural ventilation through window trickle vents and 
bathroom and kitchen fans

 — Overheating to be mitigated with the addition of 
external roller shutters

 — Potential: PVs 

Lounge

Hallway Kitchen

Bedroom 01

WC

Bedroom
02

Areas of retrofit intervention

Exhisting elements moved



Property 01 - Beddingham Gardens

Retrofit Elements

Windows need to be replaced
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Property Address 8 Beddingham Gardens, Glynde, Lewes, BN8 6SB 

Assessor's Name Jack Hannon 

Assessor’s Number Q998-0001 

Trustmark Number 2547912 

Assessor's Organisation As Built Testing Ltd 

Assessment Date 22/11/21 

Was the property built pre-1920? No 

Risk Assessment Path C 

Air Test Score (Pathway C Only) 8.17 (m3/(m2.hr) @50Pa) 

Lounge

Hallway Kitchen

Bedroom 01

WC

Bedroom
02

PVs are not connected to the building

Front door to be replaced

Scope of work: 

 — Improve efficiency of building

 —  Outline deep retrofit improvements



Roof to Wall Detail

Property 01 - Beddingham Gardens

Typical Retrofit Details

Window Cill Detail



Floor to Wall Detail

Property 01 - Beddingham Gardens

Typical Retrofit Details



Property 02 
Munster Green



Property 02 - Munster Green

Situated in Barcombe, Munster Green property is a mid-
terrace house built in the 70s.

The property appears to be in good condition, and it is 
occupied by four adults, mother, father, son and partner. 
 
The property is fitted with an ASHP and the tenants 
believe it to be a huge improvement.  

NN



Lounge

Dining Kitchen

Master Bedroom

Bedroom WC

WC

Lounge

Dining Kitchen

Master Bedroom

Bedroom WC
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Property 02 - Munster Green

Key Data and Retrofit report key findings
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

Heating Systems 

 

Primary Heating System 

Description / Type Air to water heat pump 

Fuel Type Electricity  

Manufacturer Mitsubishi  

Model PUHZ-W85VHA2R1 

Heat Emitters Radiators with TRVs 

Secondary Heating System(s)  

 
Photo(s) of Heating System:  
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

  

Room Name Bedroom 1 
Description Bedroom 1 is at the side of the property adjacent to bedroom 2  

Ventilation Openable windows with trickle vents  

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600 (mm2) 

825 32 26400 PASS 

Radiators / Heat emitters Two radiators with TRVs 

Lighting Two Low energy lightbulbs      

Condensation / Mould? Damp and mould around the rear window  

Condition  Good - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in a good state of repair 

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents 

Condition 

Window (WF1) 1194 1182 Yes Double 16mm PVC 5000 Good 

Window (WF3) 1194 1182 Yes Double 16mm PVC 5000 Good 

Photos 
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 Element Data Collection – Internal Elements 

Room Name Entrance Hall 
Description Small entrance hall connecting the living room and kitchen   

Ventilation No ventilation  

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600mm2 

    

Radiators / Heat emitters Radiator with TRV 

Lighting Low energy light bulb 

Condensation / Mould? No 

Condition  Okay - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in an okay state of repair 

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents 

Condition 

External door 1 (Ex1) 840 2000 Yes  Wood 0 Good 

Photos 
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Room Name Bathroom  
Description The bathroom is at the front of the property adjacent to bed 2 and the boiler room 

Ventilation Openable window with trickle vents 

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600mm2 

823 21 17283 PASS 

Radiators / Heat emitters Radiator with TRV  

Lighting Halogen light  

Condensation / Mould? Yes everywhere  

Condition  Poor - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in a poor state of repair.  

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents 

Condition 

Window (WF05) 905 524 Yes Double 16mm PVC 2700 Good 

Photos 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing Ground Floor Plan

Existing First Floor Plan

Key Data

Building Type  End of terrace, two storey.  
Floor area  76 sqm 
EPC current   E - 52 
Windows  Double glazing, 16mm, old 
Wall construction Assumed to be cavity wall 
Exterior layer  Brick

Heating  ASHP

Retrofit Report and visual survey findings

 — Cavity insulation might be present, status unknown.

 — No Extractor Fans present.

 — Lighting is a mixture of LED, low e light bulbs and 
some non efficient bulbs.

 — Certain door undercuts did not pass the minimum 
requirement for ventilation between rooms. 

 — Mould and condensation around windows 



Property 02 - Munster Green

Retrofit interventions - 3D

Current property Improvement

 — External finish

 — Cavity wall infill insulation

 — Dormer window wrap

 — Roof and loft insulation

 —  Replace 2 x Exterior doors

 — Replace lighting to specify low-e light fittings or LED

 — Gutter, down pipes replacement

 — Interior fit out: Kitchens and bathrooms

 — Natural ventilation through window trickle vents and 
bathroom and kitchen fans

 — Overheating to be mitigated with the addition of 
external roller shutters

Lounge

Dining Kitchen

Master Bedroom

Bedroom WC

WC

Areas of retrofit intervention

Exhisting elements moved



Property 02 - Munster Green

Retrofit Elements

Dormers probably not insulated causing considerable 
condensation
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Property Address 25 Munster Green, Barcombe, Lewes, BN8 5BN 

Assessor's Name Jack Hannon 

Assessor’s Number Q998-0001 

Trustmark Number 2547912 

Assessor's Organisation As Built Testing Ltd 

Assessment Date 23/11/21 

Was the property built pre-1920? No 

Risk Assessment Path C 

Air Test Score (Pathway C Only) 7.24 (m3/(m2.hr) @50Pa) 

Lounge

Dining Kitchen

Master Bedroom

Bedroom WC

WC

ASHP

Unheated entrance storage

Scope of work: 

 — Improve efficiency of building

 —  Outline deep retrofit improvements



Roof to Wall Detail

Property 02 - Munster Green

Typical Retrofit Details

Window Cill Detail



Floor to Wall Detail

Property 02 - Munster Green

Typical Retrofit Details



Property 06 
Sutherland Court



Property 06 - Sutherland Court

Situated in Eastbourne, Sutherland court is an elderly 
shelter accomodation built in 1966.  
The block of flats is includes 12 flats over two storeys. 

Flat 2 and flat 12 have been taken into consideration to 
outline the retrofit strategy and are respectively on the 
ground floor and first floor. 

The block is heated with gas throgh a community heating 
scheme and includes some Solar thermal PVs. 

The retrofit strategy for this property includes the 
extension of it with an additional 2 storeys. 

NN
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Property Address Flat 2, Sutherland Court, 95 The Hydneye, EASTBOURNE, 
BN22 9DB 

Assessor's Name Jack Hannon 

Assessor’s Number Q998-0001 

Trustmark Number 2547912 

Assessor's Organisation As Built Testing Ltd 

Assessment Date 16/11/21 

Was the property built pre-1920? No 

Risk Assessment Path B 

Air Test Score (Pathway C Only) n/a (m3/(m2.hr) @50Pa) 
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Property Address Flat 12, Sutherland Court, 95 The Hydneye, 
EASTBOURNE, BN22 9DB 

Assessor's Name Jack Hannon 

Assessor’s Number Q998-0001 

Trustmark Number 2547912 

Assessor's Organisation As Built Testing Ltd 

Assessment Date 17/11/21 

Was the property built pre-1920? No 

Risk Assessment Path B 

Air Test Score (Pathway C Only) n/a (m3/(m2.hr) @50Pa) 

***There appears to be a large movement crack running 
horizontally around the flat for most areas at the end of the 
building. Perhaps the roof caused it.

Property 06 - Sutherland Court

Scope of work: 

 — Improve efficiency of building

 —  Outline deep retrofit improvements



Property 06 - Sutherland Court - Flat 2

Key Data and Retrofit report key findings
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

Hot Water Settings 
Room Stat Temp 
(°C or unknown)  

Stat Location  Programmer on boiler  

Heating Pattern On 1 Off 1 On 2 Off 2 On 3 Off 3 On 4 Off 4 

Normal         

Alternative         

No. Alternative 
Days 

        

Notes:  
 

 
Household Appliances 
No. of Fridges: 0 

No. of Freezers: 0 

No. of Fridge-Freezers: 1 

Cooker Type: Electric oven and hob 

Gas: Normal / Large  n/a 

Electric: Normal/Large Normal 

Range Fuel: Operates 12 / 8 Months 0 

Tumble Dryer  No 

Space for outdoor Drying? 
Already some places for outdoor drying but not 
much  

Unusual Energy Using Items 
(Fuel affected & Description) No 

Photos: 
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Room Name Bathroom  
Description The bathrooms is opposite the front door in the middle of the flat 

Ventilation Extractor fan and openable windows  

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600mm2 

835 18 15030 PASS 

Radiators / Heat emitters Radiator with TRV  

Lighting Halogen light  

Condensation / Mould? No 

Condition  Good - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in a good state of repair.  

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents 

Condition 

Window (W04) 1139 998 Yes 
Double 16mm 

Gap 
PVC 2500 Good 

Photos 
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 Element Data Collection – Internal Element 

Room Name Entrance Hall 
Description Small entrance hall connecting all rooms  

Ventilation No ventilation  

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600mm2 

    

Radiators / Heat emitters Yes  

Lighting 2 Halogen light bulbs 

Condensation / Mould? No 

Condition  Good - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in a good state of repair 

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents 

Condition 

External door 1 (Ex1) 800 2000 Yes 
Double 16mm 

Gap 
PVC 2500 Good 

Photos 
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Room Name Kitchen  
  
Description There is a small kitchen which is open plan to the living room 

Ventilation Extractor fan and openable windows  

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600mm2 

    

Radiators / Heat emitters No 

Lighting Halogen light  

Condensation / Mould? No 

Condition  Good - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in a good state of repair 

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents 

Condition 

Window (W03) 610 1000 Yes 
Double 16mm 

Gap 
PVC 2500 Good 

Photos 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Existing Floor Plan

Key Data

Building Type  Ground Floor Flat  
Floor area  59 sqm 
EPC current   C - 72 
Windows  Double glazing, 16mm, old 
Wall construction Assumed to be cavity wall 
Exterior layer  Brick

Heating  ASHP

Retrofit Report and visual survey findings

 — Cavity insulation might be present

 — Kitchen extractor does not reach minimum air 
ventilation rate. Bathroom extractor seem in good 
working order.

 — Lighting is a mixture of LED, low e light bulbs and 
some non efficient bulbs, with majority of non-efficient 
bulbs

 — Some door undercuts fail the minimum requirement for 
ventilation between rooms. 

 — Elderly tenant. Flat is very warm, so it;s the communal 
corridor which is heated. 

 — Not enough heating system control in the flat. 
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Property 06 - Sutherland Court - Flat 12

Key Data and Retrofit report key find ings
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 Element Data Collection – Internal Elements 

Room Name Entrance Hall 
Description Small entrance hall connecting all rooms  

Ventilation No ventilation  

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600mm2 

    

Radiators / Heat emitters Radiator with TRV 

Lighting 2 Halogen light bulbs 

Condensation / Mould? No 

Condition  Good - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in a good state of repair 

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents 

Condition 

External door 1 (Ex1) 800 1900 Yes  n/a Wood 0 Good 

Photos 
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 

Room Name Kitchen  
Description There is a small kitchen which is open plan to the living room 

Ventilation Extractor fan and openable windows  

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600mm2 

    

Radiators / Heat emitters No 

Lighting Halogen light   

Condensation / Mould? No 

Condition  Good - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in a good state of repair 

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents 

Condition 

Window (W05) 519 897 Yes  Double 16 mm PVC 2500 Good  

Photos 
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Room Name Bedroom 2 
Description Bedroom 2 is between bedroom 1 and the bathroom    

Ventilation Openable windows   

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600mm2 

834 13 10842 PASS 

Radiators / Heat emitters Radiator with TRV  

Lighting Low energy light  

Condensation / Mould? No 

Condition  Good - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in a good state of repair.  

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents 

Condition 

Window (W02) 1020 1000 Yes  Double 16 mm PVC 2500 Good  

Window (W03) 1059 865 Yes  Double 16 mm PVC 2500 Good  

Photos 
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Room Name Living Room 
Description The living room is at the side of the property adjacent to the kitchen  

Ventilation Openable windows  

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600 (mm2) 

832 14 11648 PASS 

Radiators / Heat emitters 2 radiators with TRVS 

Lighting Low energy lights 

Condensation / Mould? No 

Condition  Good - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in a good state of repair 

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents 

Condition 

Window (W06)    1500 1000 Yes  Double 16 mm PVC 2500 Good 

Window (W07) 868 936 Yes  Double 16 mm PVC 2500 Good  

Photos 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Existing Floor Plan

Key Data

Building Type  End of terrace, two storey.  
Floor area  63 sqm 
EPC current   D - 58 
Windows  Double glazing, 16mm, old 
Wall construction Assumed to be cavity wall 
Exterior layer  Brick

Heating  Gas and Solar Thermal

Retrofit Report and visual survey findings

 — Cavity insulation might be present

 — Kitchen extractor does not reach minimum air 
ventilation rate. Bathroom extractor seem in good 
working order.

 — Lighting is a mixture of LED, low e light bulbs and 
some non efficient bulbs, with majority of non-efficient 
bulbs

 — Some door undercuts fail the minimum requirement for 
ventilation between rooms. 

 — Elderly tenant. Flat is very warm, so it;s the communal 
corridor which is heated. 

 — Not enough heating system control in the flat. 
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Four Storey Four StoreyFour Storey Four Storey

Property 06 - Sutherland Court  
Retrofit Strategy
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Property 06 - Sutherland Court  
Retrofit Strategy 

Two Storey Extension

*** Extension feasibility subject to structural potential of existing.



Property 06 - Sutherland Court  
Retrofit Strategy - Opportunities

Two Storey Extension

*** Extension feasibility subject to structural potential of existing.

Sutherland Court is a two storey building 
Fairly regular.  
 
 Areas which to be reshaped
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Property 06 - Sutherland Court  
Retrofit Strategy - Opportunities

Two Storey Extension

*** Extension feasibility subject to structural potential of existing.

Sutherland Court is a two storey building 
Fairly regular.  
 
 Areas to be reshaped

 Accessible, Planted Roof

 Green Roof equipped with solar panels
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Framing

Definition

Hierarchy of materials

Property 06 - Sutherland Court  
Retrofit Strategy - Material & Form Precedents 



Property 06 - Sutherland Court  
Retrofit Strategy -  Material & Form Precedents 



Hierarchy of materials and elements

Primary Lines

2xa

a

a

1 145 2 23 3



Hierarchy of materials and elements

Secondary Lines

b

b



Accessible and planted roof

Property 06 - Sutherland Court  
Retrofit Strategy - Growing Productive Roofs



Canopy

Defining an entrance and creating sheltered space

Lighting

Property 06 - Sutherland Court  
Defining an entrance
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Canopy

Defining an entrance and creating sheltered space

Lighting

Property 06 - Sutherland Court  
Defining an entrance

Ground Floor Plan First Floor Plan

Potential side extension to maximise lobby 
space and introduce a new lift

Potential area for a canopy to signal entrance 
location
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Property 06 - Sutherland Court  
Current Volume



Property 06 - Sutherland Court  
Retrofit Strategy - Proposed two storey extension with roof 
garden 

*** Extension feasibility subject to structural potential of existing.



Property 06 - Sutherland Court 

Retrofit interventions - 3D images; 'before' & 'after' comparison

Current property Improvement

 — Exterior Wall wrap

 — Two storey extension 

 — New, insulated roof

 —  Replace exterior doors and windows

 — New entrance

 — New core design

 — Replace lighting to specify low-e light fittings or LED.

 — Gutter, down pipes replacement.

 — Replacement and reallocation of bathroom and kichen 
exterior vents.

 — Interior fit out: Kitchens and bathrooms.

 — Natural ventilation through window trickle vents and 
bathroom and kitchen fans

 — Overheating to be mitigated with the addition of 
external roller shutters
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Roof to Wall Detail

Property 06 - Sutherland Court 

Typical Retrofit Details

Window Cill Detail



3
0
0

Floor to Wall Detail

Property 06 - Sutherland Court 

Typical Retrofit Details



Property 07 
School Gardens



Property 07 - School Gardens - Unit 4

School Gardens property is a one storey bungalow built in 
the 1930s and split into four units.  
  
Unit 4 anf 5 were visited. The following is a strategy for 
unit 4, which is the end unit. 

The property appears to be in good condition, it is 
fitted with an ASHP. Unfortunately the radiators do not 
work well as the unit is overly packed with the tenant's 
belongings.  

NN



Master Bedroom

WC Lounge

Kitchen

Property 07 - School Gardens - Unit 4

Key Data and Retrofit report key findings
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 
 

Room Name Bathroom 
Description The bathroom is at the front of the house opposite the kitchen  

Ventilation There are openable windows and an extractor fan  

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600 (mm2) 

743 7 5201 FAIL 

Radiators / Heat emitters Radiator with TRV 

Lighting Halogen lightbulb   

Condensation / Mould? Yes – around the windows and behind the toilet  

Condition  Okay - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in an okay state of repair 

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents Condition 

W06 700 934 Yes Double 16mm+ PVC Yes Okay 

Photos 
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Retrofit Assessment Report 
 

 

Room Name Living room 
Description The living room is at the front of the house opposite the bedroom  

Ventilation Openable window  

Door Undercut 
Door Width (mm) Undercut (mm) Area (mm2) +/- 7600 (mm2) 

762 762 7602 PASS 

Radiators / Heat emitters Radiator with TRV  

Lighting Low energy light bulb  

Condensation / Mould? Yes, around windows and windows have condensation within them.  

Condition  Okay - The walls, floor and ceiling are all in a poor state of repair 

Openings  

Identifier Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) Openable Glazing Frame 

Trickle 
Vents Condition 

W03 660 1500 Yes Double 16mm+ PVC Yes Okay 

W04 1500 1500 Yes Double 16mm+ PVC Yes Okay 

W05 660 1500 Yes Double 16mm+ PVC Yes Okay 

Photos 
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Hot Water Settings 
Room Stat Temp 
(°C or unknown) Unknown  

Thermostat Location  Next to cylinder   

Heating Pattern On 1 Off 1 On 2 Off 2 On 3 Off 3 On 4 Off 4 

Normal         

Alternative         

No. Alternative Days         

Notes: on continuously  
 

 
Household Appliances 
No. of Fridges: 0 

No. of Freezers: 1 

No. of Fridge-Freezers: 1 

Cooker Type: Electric 

Gas: Normal / Large  n/a 

Electric: Normal/Large Normal  

Range Fuel: Operates 12 / 8 Months  

Tumble Dryer  No 

Space for outdoor Drying? Yes – garden   

Unusual Energy Using Items 
(Fuel affected & Description) No 

Photos: 
 

 
 

Existing Floor Plan

Key Data

Building Type  End of terrace, one storey.  
Floor area  40 sqm 
EPC current   D - 61 
Windows  Double glazing, 16mm, old 
Wall construction Assumed to be cavity wall 
Exterior layer  Brick

Heating  ASHP

Retrofit Report and visual survey findings

 — Cavity fill insulation might be present, although might 
be damp and inadequate

 — Extractor in bathroom and kitchen do not perform 
to the minimum required standards of extract rate 
described in part F. 

 — Lighting is a mixture of LED, low e light bulbs and 
some non efficient bulbs.

 — Some door undercuts fail the minimum requirement for 
ventilation between rooms. 

 — Elderly tenant. 

Unit 5 has also been analised. Retrofit strategy is the same 
as the outlined for Unit 5.



Property 07 - School Gardens - Unit 4

Retrofit interventions - 3D

Current property Improvement

 — Exterior Wall wrap, including side storage room. 

 — Bay window wrap.

 — Loft insulation.

 — Ground Floor replacement.

 — 1 x Exterior doors.

 — Replace lighting to specify low-e light fittings or LED.

 — Gutter, down pipes replacement.

 — Interior floor finishes

 — Natural ventilation through window trickle vents and 
bathroom and kitchen fans

 — Overheating to be mitigated with the addition of 
external roller shutters

Master Bedroom

WC Lounge

Kitchen

Areas of retrofit intervention

Exhisting elements moved



Property 07 - School Gardens - Unit 4

Retrofit Elements

Windows need to be replaced.  

Master Bedroom

WC Lounge

Kitchen

PVs to the back of the building

Potentially Uninsulated Door

Very high loft space, not enough 
for a loft extension

Scope of work: 

 — Improve efficiency of building

 —  Outline deep retrofit improvements



Roof to Wall Detail

Property  07 - School Gardens - Unit 4

Typical Retrofit Details

Window Cill Detail



3
0
0

Floor to Wall Detail

Property  07 - School Gardens - Unit 4

Typical Retrofit Details



Property 08 
Foxglove



Property 08 - Foxglove

Situated in Eastbourne, 66 Foxglove is a mid terraced 
house property. 

The property appears in a good state of repair and it is 
the property which might need the least retrofit to be 
performed.  
Two of the six houses in the row have been fitted with 
Solar panels, so there is potential to also fit number 66 
with solar pvs. 

NN



Master Bedroom Bedroom 

WC

Bedroom 

Lounge Kitchen

Hallway

WC

Master Bedroom Bedroom 

WC

Bedroom 

Lounge Kitchen

Hallway

WC

Property 08 -  Foxglove

Key Data and Retrofit report key findings

Existing Ground Floor Plan

Existing First Floor Plan

Key Data

Building Type  Mid terrace, two storey.  
Floor area  86 sqm 
EPC current   N/A*Property next door is a  
   EPC - C - 74 
Windows  Double glazing, 16mm 
Wall construction Assumed to be cavity wall 
Exterior layer  Brick at ground floor and   
   clay tiles at first floor. 

Heating  Gas, 2020 boiler. 

No retrofit report delivered on this property.  
Visual survey findings:

 — Property is overall in a good condition. 

 — Walls might not be insulated. 

 — Extractor not present in kitchen, in working order in 
bathroom. Air change rate not verified. 

 — Lighting is a mixture of LED, low e light bulbs and 
some non efficient bulbs.

 — PVs could be added as shown next-door



Property 08 -  Foxglove

Retrofit interventions - 3D

Current property Improvement

 — Replace windows and door

 — Replace floor finishes

 — Loft insulation 

 — Downpipes and bay window gutter moved forwards

 — PVs 

 — Convert current gas boiler to hydrogen or PV. 

 — Ensure ventilation through the building is appropriate, 
by means of trickle vents on windows as well as 
wokring bathroom and kitchen fans. 

 — Natural ventilation through window trickle vents and 
bathroom and kitchen fans

 — Overheating to be mitigated with the addition of 
external roller shutters

Master Bedroom Bedroom 

WC

Bedroom 

Lounge Kitchen

Hallway

WC

Areas of retrofit intervention

Exhisting elements moved



Property 08 -  Foxglove

Retrofit Elements

Windows might be suitable to retain. 

PVs are present on neighbouring propertiess

Potentially Uninsulated Door to corridor

Redundant Satellite Dishes

Master Bedroom Bedroom 

WC

Bedroom 

Lounge Kitchen

Hallway

WC

Scope of work: 

 — Improve efficiency of building

 —  Outline deep retrofit improvements



Roof to Wall Detail

Property 08 - Foxglove

Typical Retrofit Details



Overheating and Retrofit



Overheating

A retrofitted home can be prone to overheating, if not 
operated and designed thoroughly.  
 
The Good home alliance has produced a guide to manage 
overheating in existing homes.  
 
Recommendations to prevent overheating in homes are:

 — Consider location of intervention

 — Openings and barriers to openings

 — Dwelling typology

 — Understand and engage with users

 — Solar gains and shading

 — Effectiveness of openings

Effective solutions to manage overheating

 — Use mechanical systems to cool air such as MVHR 
Users tent to not particularly like these systems. 

 — Apply External Shading 
Canopies and covers over openings 
Brise Soleil 
Blinds  
Shutters - requires operable windows to operate. 
Roller Shutters - Can be operated from within

Roller Shutters 
Roller Shutters can help with overheating, limiting direct 
sun heat gains.  
They are widely used in countries where overheating is 
an established issue, commonly in souther and central 
Europe. In the UK there are a number of suppliers of roller 
shutters, even if they are not very common.  
 
Avos Dim 
The below price breakdown was generated utilising 
windows present on command road.  
The upper box is between 137mm x 137mm and 150mm 
x 150mm, depending on shutter size. and it can be 
accommodated within the new window sill.  
 
Command Road Study 
 
Price vary depending on specification.  
The below evaluation is based on white aluminium roller 
shutters, operated with a switch. 
 
Ground Floor 
1600mm x 1500mm (1) = £279.39 
1250mm x 1000mm (1) = £231.69 
700mm x 650mm (1) =  £190.64 
 
Bay Window 
1600mm x 1050mm (1) =  £251.01 
1600mm x 500mm (2) =   £ 224.69*ppu 
( width is 626mm)  
 
First Floor 
1250mm x 1000mm (2) =  £231.69 ppu 
950mm x 500mm (1)=   £ 205.10* 
(width is 626mm) 
1250mm x 500mm (1) =  £ 215.24* 
(width is 626mm) 
1250mm x 1500mm (2)=  £263.35 ppu

Tot inc. VAT   £2,812.53 



Air Quality



Air Quality

Sick Building Syndrome and Building related illnesses  
are issues that relate to building stock and human health.  
They can are caused by particles entering buildings or not 
being circulated appropriately, fluctuation in temperatures, 
inadequate ventilation and humidity levels.  

Adequate air quality is an important factor to ensure a 
dwelling has satisfying living standards. 
 
Recommendations to prevent inadequate air quality:

 — Ensure dwelling can be naturally ventilated well 

 — Ensure Kitchen and bathroom fans are in good working 
order at all times

 — Consider installing a building management system, like 
clevair (sensors system). Buildings can be monitored in 
real time and connected to HVAC systems

 — Consider MVHR systems

 — Consider hybrid systems of MEV and natural 
ventilation/fans.  
 

Command Road Study 
 
Ground Floor 
Ventilation through fans, windows and trickle vents

First Floor

MEV system. Minimal impact on piping as it would be 
placed in the loft and serve the first floor rooms. 

Effectiveness of system currently being discussed with 
manufacturers.

 

MEV



Air Quality

Envirovent suggests that they have experience with case 
studies of two bed semi detached, similar to command 
road, in which they have applied filterless fans  and PIV 
units. 

Filterless Fans 

 — To be integrated in kitchen and bathrooms

 — They auto regulate depending on moisture levels

 — They do not have switches so cannot be manually 
stopped, unless opened with tools 

 — It is estimated that their running costs are £2.50 per 
year

PIV Unit

 — Can be placed within the loft

 — Filter replacement every 5 years

 — Minimal ducting required

 — No ducting required to ventilate the ground floor, the air 
is distributed from the hallway and naturally trickles in 
the other rooms

 — Operational cost is 2p per day

Notes on the system 

 — MVHRs would be a preferred to this system as they are 
more efficient and sophisticated, as include an heat 
recovery system, which warms up the external air prior 
to circulating it into the building. 

 — MVHRrs are however quite intrusive systems, due to 
the amount of duct work required. 

 — PIV systems are less sophisticated systems, drawing 
air directly in from ourside. They howveer require 
minimum ducting and are easier and cheaper to install.  

 — air changes/ proper background ventilation will be 
required to be maintained adequate in both scenarios.



Appendix



Toxicity

Travel

Source

Recycling/
Compost

Re-use potential

Materials can be toxic.  
Some of the most common 

items we have in our homes 
are toxic.  

Toxicity comes from many 
sources, amongst which 
paints and material off 

gassing over time. 

Did the material have to 
travel a long distance to 

reach site?

Can the material be reused? 
What will happen to it?

Where does the material 
come from?  

Was it produced ethically? If it cannot be reused, can it 
be recycled? if so how? 
Can it be composted? 

 

What to consider when choosing a material?



Organic/sustainable materials Create demandGenerally more expansive (also 
because generally you need to use 
more mass for the same results)

..standard materials are generally 
monetary cheaper, but what about 
embodied and operational carbon?

What about the costs inflicted 
environmentally?

Cheaper as mass consumed

Great environmental benefits.

The importance of sustainable materials

Sustainable materials are important as:

 — Help reducing embodied energy of materials used 

 — Are renewable and, in certaint cases, biodegradable

 — Respond to the climate crisis.



Material Comparison 
Insulation

Traditional materials 

Rock mineral wool

Thermal conductivity:  0.034 W/mK (above 45mm).

Toxicity 

Re-use potential 

Potential enviromental damage

Sustainable and organic materials 

Timber fibre insulation

Thermal conductivity: 0.040 W/mK.

Toxicity 

Re-use potential

Potential enviromental benefits



Preliminary Specification

Floor type 02 - Suspended Timber

Considerations

Floorboards to be lifted to assess extent of works possible between joist of suspended timber floor. 
**Important note: Retrofit strategy not intended for construction. Built up to be confirmed on site prior to works. An unexpected amount of existing insulation could potentially cause condensation and other issues.  Ensure insulation is protected 
by pest.

Standard Materials Retrofit  
Floor Type 02

Suspended internal timber joisted – ground floor (Lounge and Dining room)

 — Floor Finish: 12mm thick Timber laminate with tongue and groove profile with underlay or carpet with underlay– to 
improve insulation. If carpet is installed, allow for hardboard and underlay. 

 — Existing floorboards. To be lifted and put back in place. Allow for replacement in case of breakages. 

 — Existing suspended floor build up: Assumed circa floor 150mm deep joists at 400 centres. 

 — Vapour control layer.

 — Cover over joists with iKoustic Isolation strip p8 or similar product.

 — Existing joists assumed: 150mm deep Joists at 400mm centres.

 — Between Joist Insulation: Drape breathable membrane up and over joists. 120mm*** Acoustic roll insulation batt by 
Knauf fixed. Chicken wire spanning between joists can be alternative to breathable membrane. 

 — NOTE: Interior doors might require to be trimmed. Skirting boards to be removed and put back in place, allow to 
purchase more in case of breakages. Maintain ventilation under suspended floor. 

***Insulation thickness varies. 

Organic/Waste Materials Retrofit 
Floor Type 02

Suspended internal timber joisted – ground floor (Lounge and Dining room)

Sound Reduction of 45 RwdB. Part E requires 40 RwdB. 

 — Floor Finish: 12mm thick Reclaimed timber flooring or tiling. Where tiling use uncoupling membrane. To be installed 
on existing floorboards. If carpet is installed, allow for hardboard and underlay. 

 — Existing floorboards. To be lifted and put back in place. Allow for replacement in case of breakages. 

 — Existing suspended floor build up: Assumed circa floor 150mm deep joists at 400 centres. 

 — Pro Clima DA membrane, seal at walls with Pro Clima Contega Solido SL tape.

 — Cover over joists with bike tyre inner tubes.

 — Existing joists assumed: 150mm deep Joists at 400mm centres.

 — Between Joist Insulation: Drape Pro Clima Solitex Plus breathable membrane up and over joists, overlaps to be 
taped with Pro Clima Tescon Vana. Perimeter to be taped with Contega Solido SL airtight tape, Orcon F sealant can 
be used to seal any difficult area. 150mm*** Hemp Flax Thermo Hemp Combi Jute. Thermal conductivity 0.039 W/
mK

 — NOTE: Interior doors might require to be trimmed. Skirting boards to be removed and put back in place, allow to 
purchase more in case of breakages. Maintain ventilation under suspended floor. 

***Insulation thickness varies. 
 

Ensure insulation is well ventilated below to avoid 
it to rot.



Preliminary Specification

Walls

Considerations

Wrap to extend to roof eaves.Ventilation through roof to be retained. Wall detail near ground to step inwards by at least 50mm (measurement variable following insulation requirement), to create a rail at DPC level (150 mm above external ground 
level). External wrap to wrap around bay window walls.

Wall infill at rear elevation, to cover current small window opening at back. 
Pipes and vents to be brought forwards on new external wall wrap. Downpipe to be moved forwards, to be on the outer side of the new external wrap. 
Follow Insulation manufacturer details to avoid thermal bridges and insulate around windows and external doors.

**Important note: Retrofit strategy not intended for construction. Built up to be confirmed on site prior to works. An unexpected amount of existing insulation could potentially cause condensation and other issues. Ensure insulation is protected 
by pest.

Standard Materials Retrofit  
External Wall Type 01

 — Outer Finish: Ceramic tiles mounted on railing. Size and specification to be confirmed. 

 —  Railing Structure: suitable for hanging cladding tiles. Vertical aluminium Y rail, horizontal elements if necessary for 
cladding tiles, fixed back on existing wall. 

 —  Cavity Void: created by aluminium Y rail, circa 40 mm.

 — External wall insulation: 140mm*** Rocksilk rainscreen slab.

 — Thermal conductivity: 0.022 W/mK (25-44mm), 0.034 W/mK (above 45mm).

 — Knauf Wind Liner.

 —  Existing wall build up: assumed circa 240-260mm thick. Render over concrete and steel frame with masonry cavity 
infill. 

***Insulation thickness varies. 

Organic/Waste Materials Retrofit 
External Wall Type 01

 — Outer Finish: External Finish: 95mm wide 20mm thick vertical cladding boards. Thermally modified Ash to be 
sourced from the UK, as Brimstone Ash by Vastern timber in profile VHL4 or similar approved. Ensure use of 
stainless-steel annular ring lost head nails for fixings.

Note: Outer finish could be secondhand tiles/ materials. Batten structure to be adapted to chosen outer finish. 

 — Battens: 38 x 38mm treated SW horizontal battens.

 — Counter Battens: 25 x 38mm treated SW vertical counter battens.

 — Cavity Void: created by battens thickness.

 — External wall insulation: 170mm*** Special Dry timber fibre sheathing insulation with tongue and groove profile by 
Steico or similar approved. Installed over face of studs to manufacturers details. 
Thermal conductivity: 0.040 W/mK.

 — Existing wall build up: assumed circa 240-260mm thick. Render over concrete and steel frame with masonry.

On both instances, At Plinth level (below DPC): 

 — External Finish: To be confirmed.

 —  Cavity: Ensure min. 50mm clear ventilated cavity.

 — Insulation: 100mm Kooltherm K108 Cavity Board by Kingspan.

 — Ensure DPC 

***Insulation thickness varies.  
Esure wall wrap meets eaves insulation.



Preliminary Specification

Roof - Pitched

Considerations

Loft hatch to be insulated from loft to avoid heat loss. Use rigid insulation as specified between roof rafters.Ensure roof is maintained ventilated between wall and roof eaves. 

**Important note: Retrofit strategy not intended for construction. Built up to be confirmed on site prior to works. An unexpected amount of existing insulation could potentially cause condensation and other issues. Ensure insulation does not 
attract pest. 

Standard Material Retrofit

Roof Type 01

Pitched roof 

 — Existing: Roof Covering - Retain as existing. Replace damaged tiles, if any.

 — Existing: Roof Ventilation and felt and battens zone to be retained. 

 — Install RedVent Eaves Vent to ensure eaves ventilation.

 — Existing Rafters: assumed 125mm treated SW rafters. 

 — Loft insulation 200mm*** Knauf Earthwool loft insulation Thermal conductivity 0.044 W/mK, above roof joists. Note: 
check current insulation at loft level as some might already be present between loft joists. If not present, please 
install.

 — Existing Ceiling Finish, to be retained

***Insulation thickness varies. 

Organic/Waste Materials Retrofit

Roof Type 01

Pitched roof 

 — Existing: Roof Covering - Retain as existing. Replace damaged tiles, if any.

 — Existing: Roof Ventilation and, battens zone, breathable membrane to be retained. Ensure existing membrane is 
suitable for timber fibre insulation. 

 — Existing Rafters: assumed 125mm treated SW rafters. 

 — Insulation between rafters: 100mm*** Flex 036 Timber Fibre Insulation by Steico or similar approved. Installed tight 
between and to outer face of rafters to manufacturers details. Thermal conductivity 0.038 W/mK.

 — Vapour Control Layer: ME003 Vapour Control Barrier by Illbruck. Installed to manufacturers recommendations. 

 — Loft insulation 200mm*** Thermofloc loose fill cellulose or similar loft insulation. Thermal conductivity 0.039 W/mK, 
above roof joists. Note: check current insulation at loft level as some might already be present between loft joists. If 
not present, please install.

 — Existing Ceiling Finish, to be retained

***Insulation thickness varies. 

 
Distribute Loft Insulation uniformly. 

Ensure loft is well ventilated at eaves. 



Preliminary Specification

Loft

Considerations

Loft hatch to be insulated from loft to avoid heat loss. Ensure roof is maintained ventilated at roof eaves. 

**Important note: Retrofit strategy not intended for construction. Built up to be confirmed on site prior to works. An unexpected amount of existing insulation could potentially cause condensation and other issues. Ensure insulation does not 
attract pest. 

Standard Material Retrofit

Roof Type 01

Pitched roof 

 — Existing: Roof Covering - Retain as existing. Replace damaged tiles, if any.

 — Existing: Roof Ventilation and felt and battens zone to be retained. 

 — Install RedVent Eaves Vent to ensure eaves ventilation.

 — Existing Roof Rafters: assumed 125mm treated SW rafters. 

 — Loft insulation 200mm*** Knauf Earthwool loft insulation Thermal conductivity 0.044 W/mK, between existing loft 
joists. Note: check current insulation at loft level. 

 — Existing Ceiling Finish, to be retained

***Insulation thickness varies. 

Organic/Waste Materials Retrofit

Roof Type 01

Pitched roof 

 — Existing: Roof Covering - Retain as existing. Replace damaged tiles, if any.

 — Existing: Roof Ventilation and, battens zone, breathable membrane to be retained. Ensure existing membrane is 
suitable for timber fibre insulation. 

 — Existing Roof Rafters: assumed 125mm treated SW rafters.

 — Loft insulation 200mm*** Thermofloc loose fill cellulose or similar loft insulation. Thermal conductivity 0.039 W/mK, 
between existing loft joists and above. Note: check current insulation at loft level.

 — Existing Ceiling Finish, to be retained

***Insulation thickness varies. 

 
Distribute Loft Insulation uniformly. 

Ensure loft is well ventilated at eaves. 



Preliminary Specification

Roof - Flat

Considerations

Extend up current parapet line by 200mm. Wall wrap can be capped and used for such extension.

**Important note: Retrofit strategy not intended for construction. Built up to be confirmed on site prior to works. An unexpected amount of existing insulation could potentially cause condensation and other issues. 

Standard Material Retrofit

Roof Type 01

Flat Roof with Single Ply Membrane

 — Waterproofing Layer: Evalon Single Ply Membrane (with grey finish) by Alwitra or similar approved with full BBA 
certification and 20 year min. insurance backed guarantee for materials and workmanship. 

 — Board: 18mm marine grade ply

 — Insulation: 120mm TR26 insulation by Kingspan 

 — Vapour Control Layer: 1000 gauge 0.25mm Polythene vapour control layer to insulation manufacturers requirements

 — Board: 18mm marine grade ply

 — Firings: SW firings to achieve a 1:80 fall

 — Existing roof structure: assumed concrete slab

***Insulation thickness varies. 



Typical Retrofit Construction Details



Details

Loft and Window Head - Cavity Wall



Details

Window Sill - Cavity Wall



Details

Plinth - Cavity Wall and Solid Floor



Details

Plinth - Cavity Wall and Suspended Timber Floor
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Details

Loft and Window Head - Brick Wall



Details

Window Sill - Cavity Wall



Details

Plinth - Cavity Wall and Suspended Floor
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Details

Window Sill - Brick Wall



Details

Plinth - Brick Wall and Suspended Floor
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Details

Plinth - Brick Wall and Solid Floor

3
0
0



Details

Flat Roof  and Window Head - Cavity Wall



Details

Loft and Window Head - Cavity Wall
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